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ABSTRACT
Internal Deformation Measurements and Optimization of
Synthetic Vocal Fold Models
Cassandra Jeanne Taylor
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
Developing lifelike vocal fold models is challenging due to various associated
biomechanical complexities. Nevertheless, the development and analysis of improved vocal fold
models is worthwhile since they are valuable tools for gaining insight into human vocal fold
vibratory, aerodynamic, and acoustic response characteristics. This thesis seeks to contribute to
the development of computational and physical vocal fold modeling in two ways. First is by
introducing a method of obtaining internal deformation fields within vibrating synthetic vocal fold
models; second is by presenting an optimization algorithm coupled with a computational vocal
fold model to optimize geometry and stiffness of a synthetic vocal fold model to achieve more
realistic vibration patterns.
The method for tracking the internal deformation of self-oscillating vocal fold models is
based on MR imaging. Silicone models scaled to four times life-size to lower the flow-induced
vibration frequency were imbedded with fiducial markers in a coronal plane. Candidate marker
materials were tested using static specimens, and two materials, cupric sulfate and glass, were
chosen for testing in the vibrating VF models. The vibrating models were imaged using a gated
MRI protocol wherein MRI acquisition was triggered using the subglottal pressure signal. Twodimensional image slices at different phases during self-oscillation were captured, and in each
phase the fiducial markers were clearly visible. The process was also demonstrated using a threedimensional scan at two phases. The benefit of averaging to increase signal-to-noise ratio was
explored. The results demonstrate the ability to use MRI to acquire quantitative deformation data
that could be used, for example, to validate computational models of flow-induced VF vibration
and quantify deformation fields encountered by cells in bioreactor studies.
A low fidelity, two-dimensional, finite element model of VF flow-induced vibration was
coupled with a custom MATLAB-based genetic algorithm optimizer. The objective was to achieve
a closed quotient within the normal human physiological range. The results showed that changes
in geometry and stiffness would lead to a model that exhibited the desired characteristics. A
physical model based on optimized parameters was then fabricated and the closed quotient was
tested. The physical model successfully vibrated with nonzero closed quotient as predicted by the
computational model.

Keywords: vocal folds, MRI, gating, optimization, genetic algorithm, fluid-structure interaction,
vocal fold modeling
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INTRODUCTION

Background and Motivation
The human vocal folds (VFs) are two masses of soft tissue that lie within the larynx (see
Fig. 1.1). Voice production is the result of the flow-induced vibration of the VFs. As voicing
commences, air flows from the lungs through the space between the VFs. This space is referred to
as the glottis. Simultaneously, laryngeal muscles draw the VFs together. When the lung pressure
is sufficiently high, an interaction between airflow and VF tissue elasticity causes the VFs to
vibrate, or “self-oscillate.” The VFs continue to vibrate as long as the lungs maintain adequate
pressure. The periodic opening and closing of the VFs creates a jet of air known as the glottal jet,
and sound waves are produced that interact with the shape of the mouth and nasal cavities to create
human speech. This overall process of sound produced by VF vibration is termed “phonation.”
The complex interaction between the glottal jet, VF vibration, and acoustics makes phonation a
challenging process to understand from a mechanical perspective.
Quantifying VF movement presents specific challenges. VF tissue experiences complex,
time-varying deformation, strain, and stress patterns during phonation. These factors make it
difficult to quantify the mechanical stimuli experienced by tissues within the VFs. Although
difficult, a thorough understanding of these stimuli is desirable because it can lead to insight into
VF tissue development, mechanical properties, and pathogenesis (Titze, 1994; Milutinovic, 1997).

1

Figure 1.1: Left: Sagittal view of the head and larynx. Right: Coronal view of the larynx with key
features labeled. Adaption found in Smith (2011) from Gray’s Anatomy of the Human Larynx,
images public domain, www.bartleby.com; used by permission.

Computational and physical models have been employed to better understand VF flowinduced vibrations and resulting acoustics. As summarized below, researchers are striving to make
lifelike physical and computational VF models in order to better understand healthy and disordered
voice production. Understanding the mechanics of voice production through modeling can
ultimately lead to better health care options for patients with voice disorders. Availability of
effective treatment options for such patients is especially important because many professionals,
such as singers, actors, teachers, and lawyers, rely heavily on voice for their occupations.

1.1.1

Physical Vocal Fold Models
Physical models of the VFs have been developed that mimic human VF movement. The

VFs are comprised of layers of different types of tissue that form elasticity gradients within the
VFs. Generally speaking, the superficial region of the VFs (specifically the lamina propria) is very
compliant, whereas the deepest region (muscle) is stiff (Hirano and Kakita, 1985; Titze, 2000).
2

Human-sized single-layer (homogenous) silicone models of VFs have been developed and studied
(e.g., Thomson, 2004). Multi-layer models have also been developed that more accurately simulate
human VF vibration in comparison to single-layer models, such as the four-layer “EPI” model of
Murray and Thomson (2012). Examples of experimental studies using physical VF models include
the effect of subglottal acoustics on VF model vibration (Zhang et al., 2006), vibration patterns
resulting from asymmetries (Zhang, 2010), and VF surface tracking using digital image correlation
(Berry et al., 2006; Spencer et al., 2008). Kniesburges et al. (2011) includes an overview of in vitro
VF studies over the previous 30 years.
The degree to which a VF model accurately represents human VF vibration can be
quantified by comparing parameters such as vibration frequency, onset pressure, mean glottal flow
rate, amplitude, mucosal wave properties, and closed quotient (CQ). Onset pressure is the pressure
at which VFs begin to vibrate. Mean glottal flow rate is the time-averaged flow rate through the
glottis. The mucosal wave is a pattern of vibration in which the medial surfaces of the VFs roll
from the inferior to the superior edges (see Fig. 1.2 for anatomical orientation). The CQ is the ratio
of the time during which the glottis is closed to the total vibration period. While VF models have
successfully matched certain human parameters, improvements are still needed, one of which is
the development of a model with a CQ within the human physiological range.

1.1.2

Computational Models
Computational models of VF vibration are also used in voice research. Accurately

modeling voice production computationally is a complex task due to the interaction between VF
motion, glottal jet dynamics, and acoustics. Different approaches have been taken to simplify
models in order to gain insights into different aspects of the mechanics of human phonation. The
earliest models were multi-mass models used to understand the essence of VF self-sustained
3

vibration. These models used simplified systems of masses, springs, and dampers to simulate selfsustained vibration (Ishizaka and Flanagan, 1972). More complex, high-fidelity models that
simulate VF flow-structure interactions in greater detail have subsequently been developed to
predict, among other parameters, strain and stress. These include finite element models (FEM) to
study, for example, VF mechanical stress distribution and its relation to nodules (Jiang et al., 1998;
Gunter, 2004) and the relationship between VF collision force and mechanical stress levels (Gunter,
2003), as well as self-oscillating fluid structure interaction (FSI) models to study, for example, the
temporal and spatial characteristics of mechanical stress (Tao and Jiang, 2007).
Computational models have also been used to study how changes in VF geometry and
stiffness affect vibration (Zhang, 2015; Zhang; 2016). In particular, CQ was a parameter of focus
in Zhang (2016), in which it was suggested that medial surface length (see Fig. 1.2) and VF
stiffness are important parameters in achieving adequate CQ. However, the model was anisotropic,
a property not present in most synthetic silicone VF models. It thus remains to be seen whether the
results of Zhang (2016) apply to isotropic synthetic VF models.

Superior

Anterior
Lateral
Posterior

Medial

Medial surface
length

Inferior

Flow

Figure 1.2: Finite element model of one VF with anatomical orientations labeled.
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1.1.3

Importance of Quantifying Internal Vocal Fold Deformation
To maximize the potential benefits of computational models, validation is required. Similar

to synthetic models, quantitative comparisons of computational model results with human voicing
parameters are used for validation. For example, comparison of computational output with that
produced by a laboratory model has been used for validation (Bhattacharya and Siegmund, 2014).
Validation is particularly important in the development of high-fidelity (e.g., CFD) models
intended for clinical application (Chang et al., 2016). While certain quantitative data (onset
pressure, frequency, glottal width, closed quotient, flow velocity, etc.) can be obtained in labs or
in vivo, internal deformation, strain, and stress are quantities that have eluded careful validation
due to technological challenges.
Measurements of internal VF deformation, strain, and stress during vibration are also
needed to yield insight into VF development, pathologies, and material properties. Bioreactors are
one way tissue mechanobiology is studied. In a VF bioreactor, biomaterials are subjected to a
mechanical environment that simulates that which is experienced by VFs during phonation to
quantify the effects of stress and strain on VF composition (Titze et al., 2004; Gaston et al., 2012).
With a goal of mimicking the movement of human VFs, Latifi et al. (2016) created a bioreactor
that used synthetic, self-oscillating VFs with embedded cell scaffolds to study the effects of
vibration on cell viability and collagen expression of human VF fibroblasts. Quantitative
measurement of VF deformation, strain, and stress in a synthetic VF could aid in the design and
analysis of such bioreactor studies.

Research Objectives and Contributions
The purpose of this research was to contribute to ways both synthetic and computational
models can be better developed and used to study human phonation. This was done, in part,
5

through the development of a method of quantifying internal deformation of vibrating scaled-up
VF models using MRI. Additionally, an optimization algorithm coupled with a VF computational
model was developed to optimize VF geometry and stiffness to enable creation of synthetic VFs
that vibrate with improved vibratory characteristics. The primary contributions of this thesis
research are two-fold:
•

A gated MRI-based method of tracking internal deformation in vibrating synthetic VF
models was developed. Potential applications include acquiring data for validating
computational VF models and complementing bioreactor studies for VF tissue
engineering research.

•

A computational model was developed that can be optimized for specific VF vibration
outcomes. This model could be used to improve the design of existing VF models. The
model was successfully used to develop a synthetic VF model that vibrated with closed
quotient values in the human physiological range.

Thesis Overview
1.3.1

MRI-Based Measurement of Internal Deformation of Vibrating Vocal Fold Models
(Chapter 2)
A method is presented for tracking the internal deformation of self-oscillating VF models

using MR imaging. Silicone models scaled to four times life-size to lower the flow-induced
vibration frequency were imbedded with fiducial markers in a coronal plane. Candidate marker
materials were tested using static specimens, and two materials, cupric sulfate and glass, were
chosen for testing in the vibrating VF models. The vibrating models were imaged using a gated
MRI protocol wherein MRI acquisition was triggered using the subglottal pressure signal. Twodimensional image slices at different phases during self-oscillation were captured, and in each
6

phase the fiducial markers were clearly visible. The process was also demonstrated using a threedimensional scan at two phases. The benefit of averaging to increase signal-to-noise ratio was
explored. The results demonstrate the ability to use MRI to acquire quantitative deformation data
that could be used, for example, to validate computational models of flow-induced VF vibration
and quantify deformation fields encountered by cells in bioreactor studies.

1.3.2

Glottal Closed Quotient Optimization (Chapter 3)
A low fidelity, two-dimensional, finite element model of VF flow-induced vibration was

coupled with a custom MATLAB-based genetic algorithm optimizer. The objective was to achieve
a closed quotient within the normal human physiological range. The results showed that changes
in geometry and stiffness would lead to a model that exhibited the desired characteristics. A
physical model based on optimized parameters was then fabricated and the closed quotient was
tested. The physical model successfully vibrated with nonzero closed quotient as predicted by the
computational model.
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2

MRI-BASED MEASUREMENT OF INTERNAL DEFORMATION OF VIBRATING
VOCAL FOLD MODELS

Introduction
During phonation the vocal folds undergo high frequency vibration, relatively large
amplitudes and strains, and repeated collisions. Consequently, time-varying vocal fold (VF) tissue
deformation, strain, and stress responses are complex and significant. The same can be said for VF
models used in voice research studies. Vibration of the surfaces of VFs and VF models can be at
least partially directly observed via clinical endoscopy (in vivo) and other imaging methods (ex
vivo and in vitro) for diagnosis and research. Less accessible are interior regions. However, being
able to quantify the internal stress and strain fields during vibration is important because
mechanical stimuli play key roles in tissue development, mechanical properties, and pathogenesis
(Titze, 1994; Milutinovic, 1997; Titze et al., 2004; Gaston et al., 2012; Latifi et al., 2016).
Mathematical and computational models are able to predict internal strain fields and bioreactors
are used to determine the effect of internal stress on VF cellular response. Thus the ability to
experimentally measure internal deformation could benefit voice modeling and tissue engineering
research. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate, using scaled-up self-oscillating VF models,
the potential for use of MRI as a tool to acquire such data.
Deformation and resulting stress experienced by VFs during vibration have been predicted
by mathematical and computational models. These include, for example, a mathematical model
8

based on simple physical assumptions to estimate the order of magnitude of different types of
stress experienced by the VFs (Titze, 1994), and finite element models (FEM) to study, for
example, VF mechanical stress distribution and its relation to nodules (Jiang et al., 1998; Gunter,
2004), the relationship between VF collision force and mechanical stress levels (Gunter, 2003),
and airflow and tissue interaction to study the temporal and spatial characteristics of mechanical
stress (Tao and Jiang, 2007).
Computational models are becoming more complex, thereby potentially leading to more
accurate representations of human phonation. To maximize the potential benefit of these models,
validation is required. One aspect of model validation includes quantitative comparison of model
results with human voicing parameters, such as onset pressure, frequency, and glottal width
amplitude. Another type of quantitative validation is direct comparison of computational output
with that produced by a laboratory model, where the two models are defined and developed to
mimic, as closely as possible, each other in terms of geometry, material properties, flow conditions,
and so on. As an example of the latter, Bhattacharya and Siegmund (2014) used the comparison
of the pressure and displacement results from synthetic VF models to validate a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model. Validation is particularly important in the development of highfidelity (e.g., CFD) models intended for clinical application. Chang et al. (2016) lists validation of
individual-specific vibratory characteristics as one of the major challenges facing development of
patient-specific models. While certain quantitative data (onset pressure, frequency, glottal width,
open quotient, flow velocity, etc.) can be readily obtained in labs or in vivo, internal deformation,
strain, and stress are quantities that have eluded careful validation due to technological challenges.
Measurements of internal VF deformation, strain, and stress during vibration are also
needed for purposes other than validation. Quantitative descriptions of these variables can directly
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yield insight into VF development and pathologies and can contribute to the goal of a deeper
understanding of VF mechanobiology. Bioreactors are one way the effect of tissue deformation on
cellular response is studied. In a VF bioreactor, biomaterials are subjected to a mechanical
environment that simulates that which is experienced by VFs during phonation to quantify the
effects of stress and strain on VF tissue composition. For example, to better understand how VF
vibration affects the extracellular matrix (ECM), Titze et al. (2004) created a bioreactor comprised
of cell-seeded scaffolds inside a cell culture flask. Each scaffold was attached to actuator rods that
provided the vibratory stimuli at similar frequencies and amplitudes that VF cells experience in
vivo. The research was used to study how cells react to high frequency stresses. Another VF
bioreactor applied stress to cell scaffolds in a sinusoidal pattern to mimic the mucosal wave
(Gaston et al., 2012). With a goal of mimicking the movement of VFs, Latifi et al. (2016) created
a bioreactor that used synthetic, self-oscillating VFs with embedded cell scaffolds to study the
effects of vibration on cell viability and collagen expression of human VF fibroblasts.
While measuring internal deformation is important for VF model validation and other
voice-related applications, actually measuring these quantities is not trivial. Limited optical access
precludes many methods and imbedded sensors are intrusive and could disrupt the vibration pattern.
Medical imaging presents a possible approach that may overcome these two obstacles. Using
ultrasound and digital image correlation (DIC), the vibratory behavior of the VFs in vivo was
studied using speckle-tracking echocardiography (Tsai et al., 2009). Natural patterns on the tissue
as seen by the ultrasound were imaged and compared using a DIC algorithm to reveal the vibratory
behavior of the VFs. The chapter presented a novel method for studying vibratory patterns in vivo,
but ultrasound technology resulted in limits regarding quantitative data acquisition; i.e., ultrasound
often results in low signal-to-noise ratio images that can make structures difficult to distinguish.
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Further, in order to measure deformation, the subject must be able to maintain a steady frequency
during phonation throughout imaging.
The purpose of this chapter is to present MR imaging of imbedded fiducial markers as a
method for tracking internal deformation of self-oscillating, scaled-up silicone VF models. MRI
has been used to study laryngeal and vocal tract dynamics (e.g., Schlamann et al., 2009; Echternach
et al., 2010; Zourmand et al., 2014; Echternach et al., 2015) and, along with ultrasound, is an
attractive imaging modality due to absence of radiation risk for human subjects (as opposed to CT
imaging). In the present study, tracking deformation in the VF phantoms was accomplished via
use of fiducial markers that, in MR images, exhibited contrast with the surrounding material.
Materials that have been developed as fiducial markers and contrast agents for MRI scans in other
applications include iron oxide (Xiao et al., 2016), gadolinium (Xiao et al., 2016), agarose gel
(Schindel et al., 2013), and copper sulfate (Schindel et al., 2013). Since selection of marker
material and type is application-specific, imaging studies were first conducted on static silicone
phantoms in which the visibility of different candidate marker materials was explored. Two scaledup, self-oscillating VF models were then fabricated, each containing one of the two marker types
that showed most promise from the static studies. The vibrating models were scanned using a gated
MRI gradient echo (GRE) sequence, in which images of the models during different vibratory
phases were reconstructed. Vibration of the models is shown to have been satisfactorily consistent
over the required scan times. The markers were readily identifiable in the MR images, allowing
for tracking of internal deformation during vibration. In the following sections, model fabrication
methods, marker types, MRI protocol, and static and dynamic test results are described in detail,
and observations regarding limitations and future work are presented.
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Methods
2.2.1

Synthetic Vocal Fold Model
The VF model used in this study was a homogeneous (one-layer), scaled-up, self-

oscillating replica with exterior geometry based on that of the “EPI” model reported by Murray
and Thomson (2012). The model was fabricated using the silicone compound Ecoflex 00-30
combined with Silicone Thinner (both products from Smooth-On, Inc.) with a mixing ratio by
weight of 1:1:4 (part A:part B:Thinner). As discussed below, the model included imbedded
markers for tracking internal deformation during vibration.
Present limitations of MRI with respect to scan speed, resolution, susceptibility to motion
artifacts, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) preclude the scanning of life-size models that vibrate at
frequencies typical of human phonation. In particular, the MRI protocol necessary to image
periodic VF motion on the order of 100 Hz with adequate resolution for tracking of markers results
in low SNR and unacceptable motion artifacts. For this study, these limitations were addressed by
geometrically scaling up the VF model to simultaneously reduce vibration frequency and lower
spatial resolution requirements, thereby enabling the development of experimental protocols for
MR imaging of these vibrating VF models.
The present study introduces the use of scaled-up self-oscillating vocal fold models.
Geometrically scaled-up VF models with prescribed (non-self-oscillating) motion have been used
in voice research to reduce vibratory frequency to enable flow patterns to be studied using particle
image velocimetry (PIV) (e.g., Erath and Plesniak, 2006; Krane et al., 2007; Erath and Plesniak,
2010). Models in these studies achieved dynamic similarity with human phonation by matching
Reynolds (Re) and Strouhal (St) numbers. Sidlof et al. (2011) used a model, scaled-up to 4x life
size, comprised of silicone and springs to study flow separation data. One VF was fixed and the
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opposing VF underwent flow-induced vibrations. The springs primarily contributed to the degrees
of freedom necessary for VF vibration, and the silicone was included to model collision between
both the fixed and vibrating VFs. The stiffness of the spring was chosen to yield the desired
frequency (10 to 14 Hz). In the present study, the model was scaled-up to 4x life size, but entirely
fabricated of silicone in order to more closely simulate the motion of life-sized continuum-type
self-oscillating VF models.
Simulations and experiments were first conducted to determine how scaled-up selfoscillating silicone VF models would respond compared to human-sized VF models. Threedimensional finite element representations of the VF model, with geometric scales relative to
human-sized models ranging from 1x (life-sized) through 5x, were created using the commercial
code ADINA (ADINA R&D, Inc.) (see Fig. 2.1 and Appendix A). A linearly-elastic isotropic
material model was used with an elastic modulus of 5 kPa, a density of 1000 kg/m3, and a Poisson’s
ratio of 0.4. These properties were intended to be representative, although not perfectly matching,
those of the silicone materials that would subsequently be used to fabricate the scaled-up models
1

described below. Each model consisted of a mesh with element sizes of approximately 300th of the
scale number, with 1260 nodes and 763 elements (i.e., the element size of the 4x model was 0.0133
1

m, or 300th of the scale number). Modal analysis was conducted on the models to quantify the

relationship between in vacuo fundamental frequency (F0) and model scale. The results in Fig. 2.2
show that F0 was inversely proportional to the model scale, with a proportionality constant of 42.9.
Consequently, the largest frequency drop occurred when the model was scaled from 1x to 2x,
whereas the frequency drop was minimal from 4x to 5x.
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Figure 2.1: Finite element model for scaled-up VF model modal analysis, shown at one phase of
the first predicted mode. Anterior, posterior, and lateral surfaces were fixed; other surfaces were
free.
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Figure 2.2: Finite element model modal analysis results showing F0 vs. model scale. Symbols
denote finite element results. The dashed line is the curve fit corresponding to the inset equation.

The modal analysis results were compared with experimental results using self-oscillating
scaled physical models using the setup shown in Fig. 2.3. As shown by Zhang et al. (2006), onelayer (homogeneous) self-oscillating VF models are acoustically-coupled; i.e., they lock into
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frequencies close to the upstream tube resonant frequencies. As the intent of the present study was
to generate flow-induced vibrations at the desired frequency, but not to necessarily precisely
mimic human VF vibration kinematics (e.g., mucosal wave-like motion), an acoustically-coupled
model was deemed suitable. Subglottal tubing length for the experiments was selected based on
the F0 predicted by modal analysis and the subglottal tube quarter-wavelength approximation
𝑓=

𝑐

(2.1)

4𝐿

where f is the frequency of the standing wave (intended to match F0), c is the speed of sound in
air, and L is the tube length. The air supply was a pump (Amatek DR083DC9Y) with speed
controlled by a variable transformer (Powerstat 3PN136B). A plenum was located between the
pump and the subglottal tube to create an acoustic boundary. The length of the tubing downstream
of the plenum was based on the model F0 found for each scaled model from modal analysis and
the diameter was 2.45 cm. A funnel was designed for each model such that the same tubing
diameter could be used for each model. The small diameter of the funnel matched the diameter of

Electronic
stroboscope

DAQ
Pressure sensor
Air supply
Plenum

Figure 2.3: Experimental setup for measuring flow-induced vibratory properties of scaled models
(not to scale).
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the tubing (2.45 cm diameter) and the large diameter of the funnel varied depending on the size of
the model. The funnel was 7.25 cm in length. Onset pressure was measured using a pressure sensor
(Omega PX26-005DV) located 2 cm upstream of the model. Frequency was measured using an
electronic stroboscope (GenRad 1546 Strobotac® digital stroboscope). The parameters and results
of the self-oscillating model tests are listed in Table 2.1, in which it can be seen that the flowinduced vibration frequencies of the physical models followed the same general pattern predicted
by the finite element models. Based on the finite element and experimental results, the 4x model
was deemed to yield a sufficiently low frequency for MRI acquisition and was thus selected as the
model to be used in the MRI experiments described below.
Using the same setup described above, the frequency of the 4x model was measured with
different upstream tube lengths. The results, shown in Fig. 2.4, indicate that the model was indeed
acoustically-coupled. The frequency decreased with tube length from 2.1 m to 7.6 m, consistent
with being coupled with the first resonant frequency of the tube. The model did not vibrate with
tube lengths between 9.8 and 11.2 m at the pressures tested. At 13.4 m the model frequency was
higher than at the previous tube length (7.6 m), suggesting that the model had become coupled

Table 2.1: Tube lengths, onset pressures, and self-oscillation
frequencies of 2x, 3x, and 4x scaled models.
Model
scale

Tube length
(m)

Onset pressure
(kPa)

Frequency range
(Hz)

2x

3.94

1.00

30 to 34

3x

5.90

0.30

20 to 22

4x

7.88

0.15

13 to 15

16

19.5
19

Frequency (Hz)

18.5
18
17.5
17
16.5

16
15.5
0

5

10
15
Tube length (m)

20

Figure 2.4: Frequency vs. tube length for a one-layer 4x self-oscillating VF model.

with the next tube resonant frequency. Zhang (2006) reported a similar pattern for a 1x one-layer
(homogeneous) self-oscillating VF model.
The Reynolds (Re) and Strouhal (St) numbers, defined below, were calculated to assess
dynamic similarity of the 4x model with a previous 1x model and the human VFs:

Re =
St =

where 𝜈 = 1.5×10−5

𝑚2
𝑠

𝑈𝐷

(2.2)

𝑓𝐷

(2.3)

𝜈

𝑈

is the kinematic viscosity of air, D is the maximum glottal opening, and

U is a characteristic glottal jet velocity. Values for maximum glottal opening and maximum glottal
jet velocity for the 4x model were found experimentally, and values for maximum glottal opening
and average glottal jet velocity from 1x models and human VF studies were obtained from the
literature (Thomson, 2004; Triep et al., 2005). These values are listed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Reynolds and Strouhal numbers, along with corresponding variables, for 1x and 4x
models and human VFs. Note that the glottal jet velocity value for the 4x model represents
a maximum over the glottal cycle, whereas the 1x and human VF glottal jet velocity
values represent averages over the glottal cycle. Velocity values vary significantly
with model characteristics such as stiffness and onset pressure. Consequently,
the Re and St values here are approximations suitable for initial,
order-of-magnitude comparison.
Kinematic
viscosity,

Model
Scale

Maximum
glottal opening,
D
(m)

Glottal jet
velocity,
U
(m/s)

Frequency,
f
(Hz)

1xa

0.0027 to 0.0046

57 to 64

126 to 128

1.5×10−5

4x

0.007

17.4

15

1.5×10−5

40

100 to 200

1.5×10−5

Human
0.001 to 0.003
VFb
a. Thomson (2004)
b. Triep et al., (2005)

(m2/s)

Reynolds
number,
Re = UD/
10260 to
19630
8120

Strouhal
number,
St = fD/U
0.0053 to
0.010
0.006

2670 to
8000

0.00250.015

In the experiments, high-speed video (Phantom v1610, Vision Research Inc., 16653 fps,
49 s shutter speed) of the model vibration was used to determine the maximum glottal opening,
D (see Appendix B). An image was chosen at the point in the period where the glottal width was
at a maximum. The glottal width of the image was measured near the point of maximum glottal
opening. Maximum glottal velocity, U, was estimated by injecting talcum powder into the flow
upstream of the vibrating model and using high-speed video (same camera settings as for
measuring D) to track powder particles exiting the glottis. The images were analyzed to obtain
vector fields using DaVis 7.1 (Lavision, Inc.) (see Appendix B). The results, listed in Table 2.2,
show that the Re and St of the current 4x model compared reasonably well with 1x models and
human vocal fold data in the literature.
Because the 4x self-oscillating model would be vibrating over an extended period of time
during MRI scanning, tests were performed to assess consistency of model output vs. time. The
model was allowed to continuously vibrate for a period of 40 minutes, during which time frequency,
18

subglottal pressure, and high-speed video data were recorded every five minutes. These results,
shown in Fig. 2.5, demonstrate satisfactory consistency of model vibration over a 40-minute period.
Material samples for stress-strain testing were made using the same 1:1:4 silicone mixture
that was used to fabricate the 4x model. The cylindrical samples (54 mm long, 8 mm diameter)

15.4

Frequency (Hz)

15.3
15.2
15.1
15.0
14.9

Pressure (kPa)

0.196
0.194
0.192

0.190
0.188
0.186
0.184

Max glottal area (mm2)

362
360
358
356
354

352
0

10

20
Time (min)

30

40

Figure 2.5: Frequency (top), subglottal pressure (middle), and maximum glottal area (bottom) vs.
time of the 4x model over 40 minutes of continuous vibration.
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were tested using an Instron 3342 tensile testing apparatus. The specimens were first subjected to
10 cycles of pre-strain up to 30% strain and then one final cycle up to 50% strain, each at a rate of
55 mm/min. The elastic modulus was taken to be the slope of a linear curve fit to the engineering
stress and strain data from the final cycle. Three different samples were tested in this manner, with
calculated elastic moduli ranging from 2.24 to 2.33 kPa. The data were reasonably linear, with R2
values greater than 0.99 (see Fig. 2.6).

2.2.2

Imbedded Markers for Motion Tracking
To determine which types of markers should be embedded into the 4x model to track

internal deformation, preliminary tests using static samples were conducted to identify markers
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Figure 2.6: Stress vs. strain data from the tensile tests of the three Ecoflex 00-30 specimens. The
data are somewhat linear, as demonstrated by the linear fit lines and equations (left). Second-order
fit lines and equations are also presented (right). The top equation corresponds to Specimen 1, the
middle equation to Specimen 2, and the bottom equation to Specimen 3.
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that would be visible in the MR images. Candidates (see Table 2.3) included markers that have
been used as contrast in MR imaging (e.g., Schindel et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2016) and those that
do not create a signal in MR images (thereby providing contrast with silicone, which does create
a signal). Different materials and patterns were tested, the latter of which included variations in
marker size and spacing to explore and optimize contrast and marker density.
The materials tested included natural flake graphite powder with an average particle size
of 5 µm (http://shop.chemicalstore.com, CAS#: 7782-42-5), cupric sulfate 5-hydrate fine crystal
(Avantor, product number: 4844-04, CAS#: 7758-99-8), 529 mg/mL MultiHance gadobenate
dimeglumine injection (Bracco Diagnostic Inc.), titanium dioxide powder (https://pvsoap.com,
Product

ID:

RM-TDR,

CAS#:

13463-67-7),

1

mm

glass

microbeads

(http://www.rainbowturtle.com, product code: MCB1.0CLEAR), 3 mm glass microbeads
(http://www.rainbowturtle.com, product code: MCB3CLEAR), agar (Fisher Scientific, catalog no.
BP1423-500) made with a ratio of 5 g agar per liter of water, and synthetic black iron oxide powder
(https://alphachemicals.com). The graphite was tested in powder form as well as in mixture form
with 1:1:4 Ecoflex 00-30 at a weight ratio of 20 g Ecoflex to 3 g graphite powder. The cupric
sulfate was sifted using a 0.15 mm sieve, and the powders consisting of particles less than 0.15
mm and particles greater than 0.15 mm were separately tested. The liquid MultiHance was
evaporated and the resulting solid was ground into a powder. Similar to the cupric sulfate, the
MultiHance powders were sifted using the 0.15 mm sieve and both particle sizes were tested.
The materials were tested by arranging markers in different layers of a cylindrical 1:1:4
Ecoflex 00-30 silicone phantom. The cylindrical mold in which the silicone was cast was 85 mm
in diameter, which is the approximate size of the coronal face of two 4x VF models in a full larynx
configuration. For the first layer the silicone was mixed, poured into the mold until the silicone
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Table 2.3: Materials tested as possible tracking markers and
description of form of deposited material.
Material

Form

Graphite

Powder and silicone mixture

Cupric sulfate

Powder with varying particle sizes

Gadolinium

Powder with varying particle sizes: evaporated MultiHance

Titanium dioxide

Powder

Glass

Spheres of different diameter

Agar

Gel with varying agar concentrations

Iron oxide

Powder

was approximately 10 mm deep, and allowed to cure. Markers of the selected type were then placed
on the exposed circular face of the cured silicone by laying a stencil (see Appendix C) on the face
and depositing the material through the stencil. Silicone was poured on top of the markers, starting
another layer, and the process was repeated. The resulting phantom included layers of marker
patterns, with each layer separated by approximately 10 mm of silicone. This process was repeated
for a number of phantoms.
Images of the specimens were acquired using a Siemens TIM-Trio 3T MRI scanner. The
MR images of the different marker patterns in the static phantoms are shown in Fig. 2.7. The
results of the preliminary marker type testing are discussed further in Sec. 2.3.1, but in summary,
the two types that were identified as most promising were the 3 mm glass beads and the cupric
sulfate with particle size less than 0.15 mm. These two markers were subsequently each imbedded
in a VF model as follows; see Fig. 2.8 for illustration. Approximately half of the vocal fold model
was fabricated by pouring 1:1:4 Ecoflex 00-30 into a VF-shaped mold and allowing to cure. A
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Figure 2.7: MRI images of static phantoms with different markers. Top row, left to right: graphite,
cupric sulfate (particle size > 0.15 mm), cupric sulfate (particle size < 0.15 mm), evaporated
MultiHance (particle size > 0.15 mm), evaporated MultiHance (particle size < 0.15 mm). Second
row, left to right: titanium dioxide, graphite mixed with silicone (weight ratio 20:3), glass beads
(3 mm), glass beads (1 mm), agar (0.5%). Bottom row: iron oxide. The two selected for further
study in vibrating scaled-up VF models are outlined.

stencil was placed on the cured coronal face and markers were applied to the silicone VF model
surface through the holes in the stencil. The stencil was removed along with any material that did
not fill the stencil holes. The remainder of the model was then poured and allowed to cure. One of
the VF models contained a grid of fine cupric sulfate powder (particles < 0.15 mm) and the other
model contained a grid of 3 mm glass beads. The resulting models contained one plane of a grid
of markers somewhat near the anterior-posterior midplane (specifically, 28 mm from the posterior
surface of the VF and 39 mm from the anterior surface). The two VF models were placed in a
custom shroud where the posterior, anterior, and lateral sides were fixed to a wall (see Fig. 2.8). A
23

custom radiofrequency (RF) coil (15.24 cm, single loop, hydrogen) was placed on the lip of the
shroud that surrounded the models.

2.2.3

MRI setup
The same scanner indicated in the previous section was used for all imaging studies. Signal
𝑇𝑅

intensity and contrast were enhanced by finding the Ernst angle, α = arccos(𝑒 −𝑇1 ), where T1 is
the longitudinal relaxation time of the spins and TR is the repetition time, or the time between

A

B

C

Figure 2.8: Renderings of 4x VF models: (a) Fabrication process; (b) Mounting in custom shroud
(coil—not shown—placed behind lip of the shroud); (c) MRI acquisition plane. Figure courtesy
Scott Thomson.
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excitation pulses. The Ernst angle is the theoretical tip angle that will result in maximum signal
and contrast. The measured T1 of Ecoflex 00-30 was found to be about 1823 ms. Setting the TR
equal to the vibration period of the 4x model (approximately 68 ms) yielded an Ernst angle of
approximately 15°. Because of this Ernst angle, the model was scanned with tip angles ranging
from 5° to 25° and the SNRs were compared. The maximum signal and contrast occurred with a
flip angle of 10°. The echo time (TE) and bandwidth were minimized for each of three imaging
sets (summarized below) based on the necessary TR and resolution and are listed in Table 2.4.
The experimental setup used to scan the vibrating VF models is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The
pump and variable transformer described in Sec. 2.2.1 supplied flow. The tubing upstream of the
plenum was 7.92 m long and 2.54 cm in diameter. The flow source and plenum were located
outside of the MRI room while the downstream tubing extended into the MRI room and connected
to the model. The frequency of vibration was measured using the same subglottal pressure sensor
as in Sec. 2.2.1. The sensor was located outside of the MRI room and connected to the subglottal
tube (2 cm upstream of the model) via a 5 mm diameter flexible tube that extended into the MRI
room. The sensor was connected to a National Instruments data acquisition system (NI cDAQ-

Table 2.4: MRI sequence and other parameters for the three imaging sets.
In-plane resolution

A
0.5×0.5 mm

B
0.5×0.5 mm

C
1×1 mm

Slice thickness

4 mm

4 mm

1 mm

TE

2.71 ms

2.75 ms

2.1 ms

Bandwidth

592 Hz

528 Hz

797 Hz

Flip angle

10°

10°

10°

Number of averages

10

Single

Single

Total scan time for one image (approx.)

3 min 50 sec

37 sec

10 min 40 sec

Model frequency during scan

14.7 Hz

14.7 Hz

14.8 Hz

Subglottal pressure during scan

0.19 kPa

0.19 kPa

0.18 kPa
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Figure 2.9: Experimental setup for MR imaging of VF models.

9178 chassis with NI-9239 voltage input module) to record the frequency via LabVIEW. The
pressure signal was also connected to a microvolt signal amplifier (AD620-based amplifier, DROK
part number 200315) which was then fed into a waveform generator (DG1022, Rigol Technologies,
Inc.) to create a TTL signal. The TTL signal was then fed into the external input on the MRI
machine. The trigger signal specifications for the MRI machine were as follows: minimum 2V
amplitude, 10 ms uptime, and 10 ms downtime. The trigger signal had a 5V amplitude, 20 ms
uptime, and 48 ms downtime.
Three sets of images were obtained during model vibration. Set A consisted of 2D images
(i.e., single slices), ensemble averaged (N = 10), with the image plane coinciding with the plane of
markers as shown in Fig. 2.8. Images at 12 phases, in addition to when the model was at rest, were
acquired. Set B was the same as A, but with only a single image (no averaging) in order to
determine the influence of averaging. Only images at rest and at a single phase during vibration
were obtained for Set B. Set C consisted of 3D images (no averaging) of the entire model at two
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phases of oscillation. MRI and other parameters for these three cases are listed in Table 2.4 and
are described further below.

a) Set A: Single-slice scan, 10 averages
The MRI sequence was triggered as described above at a given phase such that one line in
k-space was acquired at each cycle. Once all lines had been acquired (i.e., one image) over 10
averages, the built-in MRI delay was set to 6 ms for acquisition of an image at the next phase. This
process was repeated, incrementally increasing delay by 6 ms, until all 12 phases were captured.
A scan with the model at rest was also performed.
High-resolution 2D images were acquired using a 128×128 mm field of view and a
256×256 matrix size, resulting in 0.5×0.5 mm spatial resolution. The slice thickness was 4 mm.
The TR was determined by the external trigger and was approximately 68 ms. Scan time was
reduced to decrease blurring via 3/4 partial Fourier phase acquisition. Contrast and SNR were
increased via averaging (N = 10). The scan time with the model at rest with 10 averages was 2 min
and 53 s. The scan time with the vibrating model with 10 averages ranged from 3 min 50 s to 6
min 7 s for the different phases, depending on the MRI delay setting and small cycle-to-cycle
fluctuations in triggering and periodicity. The total time to capture 12 phases was approximately
45 min. The model frequency and subglottal pressure during imaging were 14.7 Hz and 0.19 kPa,
respectively.

b) Set B: Single-slice scan, no averaging
Set B was the same as Set A, but without averaging. Scans at one phase and with the model
at rest were performed. The scan time with the model at rest was 18 s and the scan time with the
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model vibrating was 37 s. As noted above, the dynamic scan time would vary if multiple phases
were captured. Frequency and subglottal pressure during imaging were 14.7 Hz and 0.19 kPa,
respectively.

c) Set C: 3D scan, no averaging
High-resolution 3D volumetric scans were acquired using a 128×128×72 mm field of view
and a 128×128×72 matrix size resulting in 1×1×1 mm resolution. Scan time was decreased through
3/4 phase partial Fourier acquisition. Scans at two phases were performed, with the 3D scan time
at one phase being 10 min 40 s and 11 min 7 s at the other phase. Frequency and subglottal pressure
during imaging were 14.8 Hz and 0.18 kPa, respectively.

Results and Discussion
2.3.1

Marker Selection
Images of the marker-testing phantom are shown in Fig. 2.7. The two materials that

exhibited the best contrast without distortion were the fine cupric sulfate crystals (particles < 0.15
mm) and the 3 mm glass beads. Fine (< 0.15 mm) and coarse (> 0.15 mm) cupric sulfate crystals
both yielded good contrast, but the coarse cupric sulfate generated large disturbances in the
magnetic field. The fine cupric sulfate markers were nominally 1 mm in diameter and 0.4 mm
thick. The markers were 4 mm apart from edge to edge. The marker diameter in the MRI data, as
measured using imaging software, ranged from 2 to 3.5 mm. The geometric inaccuracy, or the
difference in size between the real markers and the markers as they appeared in the image, was
due to disturbance in the magnetic field caused by the cupric sulfate-Ecoflex interface. The
interface of two materials with different magnetic susceptibilities results in local distortion in the
magnetic field which could contribute to the geometric inaccuracy (Elster, 1993). Geometric
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inaccuracy also resulted from the powder spreading during the pouring of the top layer in the
fabrication process. In comparison with the glass beads, the cupric sulfate markers were powderbased, and thus less intrusive and more unlikely to alter the model vibration. The cupric sulfate
also allowed for higher spatial resolution than the glass beads.
The 3 mm glass spheres were approximately 3.5 to 4 mm apart from edge to edge. The
marker diameters as measured in the MRI images ranged from approximately 3.5 to 4 mm. The
glass beads were readily visible, but because of increased mass, are more likely to affect the
movement of the VF models. The volume fraction of the glass beads to the entire model was 0.0038
(or 0.38%), and the volume fraction of the glass beads to the volume of a 3 mm-thick coronal layer
of the model was 0.0939 (9.39%). The density of Ecoflex 00-30 is approximately 1065 kg/m3 and
the density of the glass beads is approximately 2518 kg/m3. The small volume fraction of glass
beads (less than 0.1% of the whole model and less than 10% of the 3 mm-thick marker plane)
lessened the degree to which the beads altered the model vibration despite the difference in density
and stiffness. However, the volume fraction between the glass beads and a 3 mm-thick layer of the
model render the notion of using multiple layers of beads inadvisable due to a greater anticipated
effect on model vibration. The glass beads were deemed acceptable for this study with only one
layer of markers, but in future studies with multiple layers, further investigation into the effect of
the beads on the vibratory pattern would be needed.

2.3.2

Vocal Fold Phantom Results
MR images of VF models at rest (i.e., no flow) with markers are shown in Fig. 2.10, along

with camera-acquired pictures of the markers during the fabrication process. Both markers were,
in reality, circular, but appear with cross shapes in the MR images due to the interfaces of materials
with different magnetic susceptibilities.
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Pict

48 mm
Figure 2.10: Left: Pictures of markers placed in models before pouring second layer. Right: MRI
image of static models. In both image sets, the cupric sulfate markers are at the top and the glass
beads are at the bottom.

Results of the Set A (single-slice, averaged) dynamic scan are shown in Fig. 2.11. The
cupric sulfate and glass beads remain clearly visible in the dynamic images throughout vibration.
The glass beads have more distinct outlines than the cupric sulfate, although both sets of markers
are sufficiently clear for identification of their centroids. The profiles of the VF models are distinct
throughout the cycle, although a small amount of blurring, most likely due to high velocity, is
evident near the medial surfaces at some phases. The minimal blurring demonstrates that the
acquisition time for one line in k-space was sufficiently short (1.7 ms) in comparison to the period
(68 ms) and that triggering from the pressure signal was suitable for acquiring specific phases.
The cupric sulfate yielded better spatial resolution than the glass beads due to cupric sulfate
markers being able to be located in closer proximity. The glass beads, on the other hand, are
somewhat more clearly distinguishable and exhibit less blurring than the cupric sulfate in regions
experiencing high velocity (i.e., near the medial surfaces while the model was opening and closing).
The glass beads remained clear during these phases of maximum velocity (e.g., around 50-56 ms)
whereas s ome of the cupric sulfate markers were harder to res olve.
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Figure 2.11: Images from Set A spanning a full vibration cycle with a 6 ms delay between
successive images. Numbers denote relative time (ms) in the cycle for each image.

Due to minimal blurring, the glass beads were thus easier to track and would be expected to exhibit
less location-finding error.
Some cupric sulfate markers in the 32 and 38 ms images near the medial and medialsuperior surfaces are somewhat blurred. At these phases, the model was near maximum opening
and the velocity would have been less than at other phases. The blurring at the 32 and 38 ms phases
are possibly due to cycle-to-cycle variation in model motion during image acquisition. The
distortion of the cupric sulfate in these regions is still sufficiently small to enable centroids of
nearly all markers to be reliably located and tracked throughout the cycle.
The general decrease in brightness from the lateral to the medial edges of the VF models
is an artifact of the coil surrounding the VF model shroud. The lateral edges of the VF models are
closest to the coil (Fig. 2.8), resulting in a stronger signal at the lateral vs. medial regions of the
VF models (Jones and Witte, 2000). This non-uniformity could present a slight challenge when
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determining appropriate pixel intensity thresholds for automated marker identification and
tracking; however, it is anticipated that this could be overcome by image filtering during postprocessing.
The influence of averaging can be seen by comparing the averaged (Set A) and nonaveraged (Set B) scans in Fig. 2.12. As would be expected, SNR of the averaged images is better
than non-averaged images for models both at rest and during vibration. There is minimal difference
between the two still images in terms of marker visibility and clarity of VF profile. Nearly all
markers are identifiable in the non-averaged dynamic image, although there are a few cupric
sulfate markers near the medial-surface margin that cannot be precisely located due to model

Vibrating

Still

Set A (10 averages) Set B (no averaging)

Figure 2.12: Averaged (left) and non-averaged (right) MRI images from Sets A and B,
respectively. Top row: Images of the models at rest. Bottom row: Images of the models at one
phase of vibration.
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motion artifacts. These markers can be more clearly distinguished in the averaged image. The VF
profile is also generally clearer in the averaged image.
Segmentations from the 3D scan (Set C) are shown in Fig. 2.13. Over the approximately
11-minute scan time, the model vibration was sufficiently stable for the final 3D image to be clear,
with minimal blurring of edges and suitable marker visibility. This demonstrates the ability of the
3D scan to resolve the entire model profile and tracking markers during vibration. Even though
the model vibration consistency is such that the long scan times required for additional phases
would be feasible, it is anticipated that future advances in MRI hardware and sequencing will lead
to shorter scan times, improving the outlook for application of 3D scans such as shown here.

Conclusion
This study describes an MRI-based method for tracking the internal deformation field of
scaled-up (4x), self-oscillating VF models. The model was scaled up to yield a sufficiently low
flow-induced vibration frequency to enable imaging using MRI technology. Tests showed that the

Figure 2.13: 3D segmentation of MR-imaged vibrating VF models at one phase from Set C scans.
Top: Frontal view. Bottom: Perspective view with transparency enabled for marker visibility (left:
glass beads, right: cupric sulfate).
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4x model exhibited reasonable dynamic similarity with life-size models. Longevity testing using
the 4x model demonstrated that the model vibration was sufficiently consistent for the long scan
times required by MRI.
Several materials were explored as potential tracking markers, with two—cupric sulfate
and 3 mm glass beads—being identified as the most promising candidates. Both markers exhibited
adequate contrast with the silicone VF model material to the extent that they could be readily
identified in MR images.
A gated MRI protocol for imaging the VF model during vibration was developed. The
protocol used the conditioned subglottal pressure as a trigger source to capture specific phases.
Both 2D (averaged as well as non-averaged) and 3D (non-averaged) image sets were acquired of
the model at rest and at different phases during vibration. The images were shown to exhibit
suitable contrast and SNR for marker tracking. Although smaller markers are preferable since they
are potentially less intrusive and can yield improved spatial resolution, the smaller markers in the
results shown here were more susceptible to blurring. Further study of this is required. Using an
MRI machine that does not limit parameter settings based on human subject safety and has a
stronger magnetic field could lead to clearer images with smaller markers.
The present study is intended to be a step towards internal imaging of life-sized VFs and
VF models, and the primary limitation of this study is the need for a scaled-up model. Further
developments, including the use of MRI facilities with increased magnetic field strength and
development of different acquisition protocol, may yield improvements that will allow for studies
such as this to be performed using life-sized synthetic models as well as excised larynges. Potential
applications include validation of internal stress and strain predicted by computational models,
estimates of stress and strain in human-sized VF models based on dynamic similarity, acquisition
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of internal deformation fields to complement bioreactor studies, and possible future additional
experiments using scaled-up, self-oscillating models.
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3

GLOTTAL CLOSED QUOTIENT OPTIMIZATION

Introduction
An important characteristic of typical human phonation is that, during a portion of each
period, the medial surfaces of the VFs are in contact. This period of time is referred to as the closed
phase. The ratio of the time during which the VFs are in contact (thus forming a closed glottis) to
the overall period is known as the closed quotient (CQ). The CQ and its opposite, the open quotient
(OQ, where OQ = 1 − CQ) are commonly-used parameters in classifying VF vibration properties
(Lohscheller et al., 2012). The CQ is important in normal phonation because it affects voicing
characteristics such as glottal area, phonation threshold pressure, glottal flow at onset, and noise
production due to turbulence (Zhang, 2015).
Normal values for the CQ vary, with average CQ values found in the literature ranging
from 0.22 to 0.53 (Holmberg et al., 1989; Baken and Orlikoff, 2000; Lohscheller et al., 2012).
While CQ values vary, the commonality remains that the glottis is typically closed for a significant
amount of time during each cycle, and this closure has important implications regarding acoustic
output (Homberg et al., 1989; Hodge et al. 2001).
Synthetic models are often used to study aspects of voice mechanics because they are easily
altered and observed. Synthetic VFs become more useful as they become more lifelike, particularly
in terms of mimicking the vibratory pattern of human VFs. The degree of similarity between the
vibratory patterns of human and synthetic VFs can be assessed using parameters that are often
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used to classify human VF vibration, such as frequency, onset pressure, mean glottal flow patterns,
amplitude, mucosal wave properties, and, as was stated above, CQ. Therefore, a synthetic VF
model with an appropriate CQ would be desirable because the model would be more lifelike in
terms of vibration properties. Furthermore, since CQ plays a role in the acoustical production of
the VFs (Homberg et al., 1989; Hodge et al. 2001), an appropriate CQ would make synthetic VFs
more lifelike in terms of acoustic properties. Models with adequate CQ values will thus be more
lifelike both visually and audibly.
Although synthetic VFs are capable of self-sustained vibration with favorable lifelike
characteristics, creating models with adequate CQ values has largely been elusive. Murray and
Thomson (2012) created and tested a synthetic VF model called the “EPI” model. The EPI model
vibrated favorably compared to other synthetic models in terms of frequency, onset pressure, and
mucosal wave properties. However, the OQ for the EPI model was approximately one (Murray et
al., 2014), meaning the model glottis never closed. After augmentation injections, the OQ was
smaller; however, it never reached an adequate value. This study raises the question: What aspects
of synthetic VF models can be changed to achieve an appropriate CQ? Results from a
computational study performed by Zhang (2016) suggest that the medial surface length and VF
stiffness are important parameters in achieving an adequate CQ. However, the model in that study
was anisotropic, a property observed in human VFs due to fibers that primarily run along the
anterior-posterior direction but not present in synthetic silicone VF models. It thus remains to be
seen whether the Zhang (2016) computational predictions would apply to isotropic synthetic VF
models.
The purpose of this investigation was to use a genetic algorithm coupled with CFD
software to optimize the geometry and stiffness of a computational model of a four-layered
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synthetic VF to achieve a desired frequency in the range of 85 to 150 Hz and CQ in the range of
approximately 0.35 to 0.65. The CQ range was higher than the range reported in the literature in
an effort to represent male speakers (males tend to have higher CQ values than females, see
Lohscheller et al., 2012). The genetic algorithm results were tested by fabricating a synthetic VF
model, with parameters based on the optimized configuration.
In the following sections, the computational model that formed the basis of the genetic
algorithm is described. The genetic algorithm setup and parameters are then presented. The method
for testing the synthetic model is outlined. Results of the optimization and synthetic VF model
tests are given and discussed, and it is shown that the synthetic model successfully exhibited a CQ
in the specified range. The results of the optimization are compared to the results of the synthetic
model. Lastly, limitations and suggestions for future work are discussed.

Methods
3.2.1

Computational Model
The computational model used for the study was a low-fidelity model of a synthetic VF

model experimental setup. The model consisted of a two-dimensional VF in a duct, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. The VF had four different layers, similar to the EPI model created by Murray and
Thomson (2011, 2012; Murray et al., 2014). A specified pressure was prescribed at the duct inlet
leading to the VF. Medial-lateral symmetry was assumed to reduce computational time.
The commercial finite element code, ADINA (ADINA R&D, Inc.), was used to model the
VF vibration within the duct. The model consisted of fully-coupled solid and fluid domains, the
details of which are given in Sec. 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively. Both domains used the file
parameter.in (Appendix D.1) to generate the parameters in the solid and fluid domains (e.g.,
dimensions, material properties, inlet pressure, element size, and time step size). No verification
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Fluid domain

Solid domain

Figure 3.1: Computational solid and fluid domains of model used to simulate flow-induced VF
vibration (top), zoomed in to VF region (bottom).

studies were conducted to achieve grid-independent and time step size-independent solutions. This
was deemed appropriate as the model was intentionally low-fidelity in order to allow for the
number of simulations required for optimization. The optimization results were tested, however,
using a synthetic model as described in Sec. 3.2.7.

3.2.2

Solid Domain
As shown in Fig. 3.2, the solid domain (created in ADINA using the script s.in, see

Appendix D.2) consisted of a single VF with four different layers and a fixed lateral edge. The
geometry was based on the so-called “M5” model defined by Scherer et al. (2001), a simplified
geometry commonly used in VF research, with a straight prephonatory medial surface profile.
The four layers represented different layers of tissue as described by Murray and Thomson
(2012) and as briefly summarized here. The superficial-most layer was the 0.05 mm thick
epithelium. The elastic modulus of the epithelium was 50 kPa. The cover and ligament stiffness
and thickness values were design variables in the genetic algorithm. The body was the deepest
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Fixed edge

θ
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Figure 3.2: Solid domain with important dimensions and parameters labeled.

layer with an elastic modulus of 50 kPa. The body thickness was allowed to change to
accommodate the ligament and cover thickness because the height of the model was fixed at 8.4
mm. Medial surface length was the last design variable. The lateral edge of the VF model had a
fixed length (10.75 mm) such that the angle of the inferior side was allowed to change to
accommodate the change in medial surface length.
All materials were defined as Ogden solids with linear stress-strain curves (see Shurtz and
Thomson, 2013, for details). The Ogden solid model allowed for large displacement and large
strain. The density and Poisson’s ratio of the layers were 1070 kg/m3 and 0.49, respectively. The
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bulk modulus, K, of each material was based on the corresponding elastic modulus, E, and
Poisson’s ratio, ν, according to the following equation:

𝐾=

𝐸

3(1−2𝜈)

(3.1)

The bulk modulus for both the body and epithelium layers was 833.3 kPa. The bulk modulus of
the other layers varied depending on the corresponding elastic modulus values assigned by the
optimization algorithm. Rayleigh damping was used to simulate damping in the model with α =
19.9 and β = 1.25 × 10−4.
A contact line (see Fig. 3.2) was defined above the medial surface because a fully-closed
glottis would result in errors in the fluid domain. A contact line insured that the glottis did not fully
close (Shurtz and Thomson, 2013). In the genetic algorithm, “fully-closed” was defined as when
the medial surface of the VF model touched the contact line. The distance between the top of the
VF model and the contact line was 0.025 mm and the distance from the contact line to the
symmetry plane was 0.025 mm. Thus, the minimal glottal half-width that the model could achieve
was 0.025 mm, for a minimum glottal width of 0.05 mm. The location of the contact line relative
to the symmetry plane was based on the findings of Shurtz and Thomson (2013). According to this
study, a minimal glottal gap between 0.05 mm and 0.001 mm resulted in less than 1% change in
frequency, maximum glottal width, and maximum flow rate. There was a 10% difference in OQs
from 0.05 mm to 0.001 mm. The study also showed that spurious pressure fluctuations attributed
to numerical instabilities were present with a minimal glottal gap of less than 0.02 mm. A minimal
glottal gap of 0.05 mm was thus deemed suitable for the present study.
The solid domain was meshed with first-order, three-node triangular elements. There were
a total of 777 elements and 487 nodes no matter the value of design variables. The lateral edge of
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the VF model (see Fig. 3.2) was fixed and the remaining exterior edges were treated as fluid
structure-interaction (FSI) boundaries. The FSI condition enforced consistent displacement and
stress at the boundaries between the fluid and solid domains.

3.2.3

Fluid Domain
The fluid domain (f.in, see Appendix D.3) consisted of a duct leading to a single vocal fold

with a prescribed inlet pressure (Fig. 3.3). The fluid was air with a density of 1.2 kg/m3, a viscosity
of 1.8×10−5 N∙s/m2, and a bulk modulus of 1.41×105 Pa. The model was slightly compressible to
account for potential acoustic effects. The top of the duct was a symmetry line (slip condition).
The distance from the top of the model to the symmetry line was 0.05 mm, for an initial (no-flow)
glottal gap of 0.1 mm. The inlet pressure was 0.9 kPa. The upstream duct length was 50 mm and
the height was 8.45 mm. The fluid domain was meshed with four-node quadrilateral elements with
a total of 1100 elements and 1219 nodes. The model ran for a total of 0.1 s with a time step size of
50 µs. The model was deemed to have reached steady state after 0.07 s as is demonstrated in Fig.
3.5. The model vibration was thus evaluated from time 0.07 s to 0.1 s in the genetic algorithm.

z
Symmetry line: z = 0

Inlet pressure

8.45 mm

y

Wall
FSI boundary

50 mm

Outlet

Figure 3.3: Computational fluid domain setup.
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3.2.4

Design Variables
The design variables in the genetic algorithm were the elastic moduli of the cover and

ligament, the medial surface length, and the thicknesses of the cover and ligament. All variables
were continuous. The genetic algorithm updated the variables by creating an input file that was
called by parameter.in to generate the solid and fluid domains. The range of values for the design
variables in the optimization algorithm are listed in Table 3.1.

3.2.5

Genetic Algorithm
A real-valued genetic algorithm was developed in MATLAB. A genetic algorithm was

chosen over a gradient-based algorithm to explore a larger area of the design space. The
chromosome, or the design variables, describing each case run by the genetic algorithm consisted
of five genes, where each gene contained a continuous variable. The variables and allowable ranges
are listed in Table 3.1. A function call consisted of running and analyzing one simulation. Each
function call took approximately 7 min.
The genetic algorithm was coupled with the computational model so that the entire process
was automated through MATLAB. The algorithm would create an input file based on the generated
chromosome, where the values were based on random selection or crossover depending on the
generation (discussed below). The algorithm would then call ADINA to run the simulation. Once

Table 3.1: Design variables that comprised the chromosome used in the genetic
algorithm, along with the corresponding upper and lower limits.
Design variable
Cover elastic modulus (kPa)
Ligament elastic modulus (kPa)
Cover thickness (mm)
Ligament thickness (mm)
Medial surface length (mm)
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Range
0.4 – 1.5
0.4 – 2.0
0.5 – 2.0
0.5 – 4.0
1.03 – 6.03

the simulation finished, the algorithm would use ADINA post-processing to find the CQ, vibration
amplitude, and frequency. The fitness was calculated based on these values (see Sec. 3.2.6).
A large population size, 50, with respect to the number of design variables, five, was chosen
to promote diversity. This ensured that the first population contained simulations that successfully
ran and generated models that exhibited self-sustained vibration. The selection process was
tournament selection, and the tournament size was dynamic such that the first two generations had
tournament sizes of four and subsequent generations had tournament sizes of two. Increasing the
selection pressure, or the degree to which cases with the best fitness were favored, in the first two
generations quickened the removal of designs from the population that did not converge or vibrate.
After the first two generations a smaller selection pressure encouraged diversity. Once the parents
were selected based on tournament, two children were created using crossover. A blend crossover
scheme was used with a crossover probability of 0.4. The mutation probability was 0.1 to introduce
new genes into the pool and promote diversity. The algorithm used a partial elitism scheme,
meaning the next generation was comprised of the best half of the parents and the best half of the
children from the previous generation. Partial elitism preserved genes longer and kept diverse
genes in the pool. A smaller generation size and a full elitism scheme would have converged more
quickly, but fewer genes would have been explored and the algorithm could have converged on a
local minimum. The algorithm was allowed to proceed for 11 generations.

3.2.6

Constraints and Fitness
Simulation output variables of CQ, frequency, and vibration amplitude were used to

determine the fitness of each case. These values were determined using the z-position of eleven
nodes along the medial surface (see Fig. 3.4). The positions were exported from ADINA from time
0.07 s to time 0.1 s.
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Figure 3.4: Meshed medial surface of the computational VF model. The nodes that were tracked
along the medial surface to determine fitness are marked and labeled.
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Figure 3.5: z-position vs. time for node 90 (see Fig. 3.4) demonstrating that the model has reached
steady-state by time 0.07 s.

The glottal width at each time step was found by doubling the maximum z-position of the
eleven nodes at each time step (the position was doubled because half of the larynx was modeled
and the symmetry plane was located at z = 0). The resulting glottal waveform was truncated so
that the evaluation time spanned an integer number of periods to ensure accurate CQ and frequency
calculations. Graphs of the eleven node positions and the resulting glottal waveform and truncated
glottal waveform for two cases are shown in Fig. 3.6. The truncated glottal waveform was used to
calculate frequency, CQ, and vibration amplitude. CQ was calculated by dividing the amount of
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Figure 3.6: Process for determining the frequency, CQ, and vibration amplitude of each model.
The graphs on the left show results from a model with CQ = 0 and the graphs on the right from a
model with CQ = 0.42. The top row shows z-position of the eleven nodes marked in Fig. 3.4. The
contact line (CL) is shown in black. The middle row shows the glottal waveform that results from
doubling the maximum z-position (absolute value), at each instance in time, of the eleven nodes.
The last row shows the glottal waveform that results when the original glottal waveform is trimmed
to an integer number of periods. Frequency, CQ, and vibration amplitude were determined from
data shown in the last row.

time any nodes were touching the contact line by the total evaluation time. The contact line was
located along z = −0.025 mm. Frequency was determined using the maximum value of the Fourier
transform of the truncated glottal waveform. Amplitude of vibration was the difference between
the smallest and largest z-positions in the truncated glottal waveform.
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The objective was to minimize the fitness function, f, defined as follows:
𝑓

𝑓

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑓 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 1+𝑒 −𝑘(𝐶𝑄−𝐶𝑄
,
) + 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦
2 ) 1+𝑒 𝑘(𝐶𝑄−𝐶𝑄1 )

(3.2)

where CQ is the closed quotient, CQ1 = 0.15, CQ2 = 0.85, and fmax = 0.5 are constants to define
acceptable CQ values, and k = 30 is a parameter that governed the shape of the overall function.
The CQ1, CQ2, and k values were chosen to create a waveform that assigned a value of nearly zero
to a range of values from approximately 0.35 to 0.65 as shown in Fig. 3.7.
The model had four constraints, each of which had an associated penalty. The first
constraint was that ADINA had to be able to successfully complete the simulation. If the simulation
failed to finish, the algorithm would assign the case a fitness value of five. Deformation to the
point of overlapping elements was a common reason for failure. The second constraint was that
the model had to close (e.g., CQ > 0). A penalty was assigned to models that never closed such
that models that vibrated closer to the contact line would have a better fitness function than a model
that vibrated further from the contact line. If the nodes never touched the contact line a penalty to
the fitness was applied as follows:

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 =

𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑+𝑀𝑎𝑥_𝑝𝑜𝑠
0.00106

(3.3)

where Max_pos is the maximum glottal width and closed was set equal to −0.025 mm (the position
of the contact line). The value 0.00106, or 1.06 mm, was chosen based on trial and error to tune
this penalty’s weight for favorable algorithm progression. The third constraint was that the
frequency had to fall within the male physiological range, here approximated as being between 85
and 150 Hz. A penalty was assigned to any function outside of this range as follows:
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Figure 3.7: Fitness value vs. closed quotient. The function was chosen such that a range of values
(approximately 0.35 to 0.65) would have almost no penalty.

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 = {

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞−150

150
85−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞
85

× 1.5 𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 > 150
× 1.5 𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 < 85

(3.4)

where freq denoted the frequency of the glottal width waveform. The penalty was multiplied by
1.5 to give the penalty more weight in the algorithm’s progression. The fourth constraint was that
the model had to vibrate. A penalty was assigned to low vibration amplitudes to encourage
parameters that yielded model vibration. If the model vibration amplitude was less than 6×10−5 m,
the algorithm assigned a penalty function as follows:
𝐴𝑚𝑝

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 = 1 − (6×10−5)

(3.5)

where Amp is the amplitude of the glottal width as defined above.
The following steps outline the work flow of the genetic algorithm for each iteration:
1. The genetic algorithm file go_genetic.m (see Appendix E.1) was run. This file
contained most of the genetic algorithm parameters.
2. go_genetic.m created the design variables and passed them into RunAdina.m (see
Appendix E.2).
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3. RunAdina.m called ADINA to run and post-process the simulation and passed the
results into analyze.m (see Appendix E.3).
4. analyze.m used the results to find the CQ and passed the glottal waveform into
simpleFFT.m (see Appendix E.4).
5. simpleFFT.m calculated the frequency and passed it back to analyze.m.
6. analyze.m calculated the penalty and passed the penalty and CQ into RunAdina.m.
7. RunAdina.m calculated the fitness and passed it into go_genetic.m.
8. go_genetic.m continued the process until the first generation simulations had been
completed.
9. After the first generation, go_genetic.m passed potential parents, chosen at random,
to TourneySel.m (see Appendix E.5), where one parent was chosen and passed back
into go_genetic.m.
10. go_genetic.m took the chosen parents and created children based on specified
crossover and mutation parameters.
11. The process continued until 11 generations were completed.

3.2.7

Physical Model
The genetic algorithm results were validated through the fabrication and testing of a

synthetic VF model. A simulation with low (favorable) fitness was used as the basis of the model.
The model was fabricated using the basic process described in detail by Murray and Thomson
(2011) as summarized below and illustrated in Fig. 3.8.
The geometries of the body, cover, and ligament layers were exported into SolidWorks.
The 2D geometries were extruded 17 mm to create 3D models of each layer. A 3 mm backing was
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Step 1: 3D print models of each layer
yer

Step 2: Create molds using 3D-printed models

Step 3a: Create body layer Step 3b: Create lig. layer

Step 3c: Create cover layer

Step 4: Remove excess backing and pour epithelium layer

Figure 3.8: Outline of the physical model fabrication process.

added to the lateral surface of each layer model for alignment purposes (more below). Each layer
was 3D-printed with PLA filament using the Maker Select Plus 3D printer (Monoprice). The 3D
printed models were used to make molds using Smooth Sil 935 (Smooth-On, Inc.) Each layer was
made by pouring a liquid two-part silicone mixture with added silicone thinner into the respective
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mold. The body and epithelium layers were fabricated using the silicone compound Dragon Skin
(Smooth-On, Inc.) and Silicone Thinner (Smooth-On, Inc.) The mixing ratio was 1:1:1 by weight
(Part A Dragon Skin:Part B Dragon Skin:Thinner). The cover and ligament layers were fabricated
using the silicone compound Ecoflex 00-30 (Smooth-On, Inc.) and Silicone Thinner. The amount
of thinner used for each layer was dependent on the desired stiffness as dictated by the optimization
outcome.
The body layer material was mixed and vacuumed to remove air bubbles. The body layer
mold was sprayed with release agent (Pol-Ease 2300, Polytek). The silicone was then poured into
the body layer mold and allowed to cure for 10 min at 250°F. Once cured, the mold and model
were allowed to cool for approximately 10 min at room temperature. The model was removed from
the mold. The ligament layer material and mold were prepared in the same manner as the body
layer. The material was poured into the cavity of the mold, excluding the backing. The body layer
model was then placed into the mold, using the backing for alignment, and the excess material
flowed out. The model was cured for 90 min at 250°F. Once cured, the model was allowed to cool
for 10 min at room temperature. The model was then removed from the mold. The same process
used to create the ligament layer was used to create the cover layer. When the cover was created,
the backing was cut off as shown in Fig. 3.8. The epithelium layer was made by mixing and
vacuuming the material as before. The material was poured on top of the models so that a thin
layer remained. The material cured for 10 min at 250°F.
Two rheometry samples were fabricated of each material. The sample was cylindrical in
shape with a 40 mm diameter and a 2 mm thickness. The sample was subject to the same curing
process as the different mixtures. The samples were tested using an AR2000ex rheometer (TA
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Instruments). The models were subject to a frequency sweep test with frequencies ranging from 1
to 10 Hz at 6% strain.
Murray and Thomson (2011) and Ward (2014) reported elastic modulus values for Ecoflex
00-30 mixed with different amounts of thinner (Table 3.2). The values were averaged and a curve
was fit to the data points. The equation of the curve was used to determine the ratio of thinner to
Ecoflex 00-30 used to create the different layers (see Fig. 3.9).

Table 3.2: Previously-reported elastic modulus values for different
mixing ratios of Ecoflex (EF) and Dragon Skin (DS).
Ratio

Elastic modulus (kPa)

Averages (kPa)

a

1:1:1 EF
1:1:3 EF

11.8
5.2b

11.8
5.2

1:1:4 EF
1:1:5 EF
1:1:6 EF
1:1:8 EF
1:1:1 DS

1.6a, 3.1b
2b
1.7b
0.2a, <1b
49.8a, 33.2b

2.35
2
1.7
0.2
41.5

a. Murray and Thomson (2011)
b. Ward (2014)

16

Elastic modulus (kPa)

14
E = 24.763e−0.543×ratio
R² = 0.9278

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

2

4
6
Thinner ratio

8

10

Figure 3.9: Averaged Ecoflex elastic modulus vs. thinner ratio for data in Table 3.2. The dotted
line is the curve fit line described by the shown equation.
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The model was mounted and tested using a similar process as that outlined in Murray and
Thomson (2011, 2012) and Murray et al. (2014). The fully-fabricated model was mounted onto an
acrylic plate using silicone glue (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On, Inc.) The plate had a recessed cut such that
the model medial surface was flush with the top and side of the plate. The plate insured that the
lateral, anterior, and posterior edges were fixed. The model was tested in a hemilarynx
configuration by placing an acrylic plate against the medial side of the model (see Fig. 3.10).
A compressed air supply was connected to the plenum to serve as the flow source (see Fig.
3.10). The outlet of the plenum connected to tubing that was 34.3 cm long and had an inner
diameter of 2.54 cm. The model and acrylic plate were fastened to a platform at the top of the
tubing. The subglottal pressure was measured using a pressure sensor (Omega PX26-005DV)
located 1.7 cm upstream of the model. The frequency and CQ were measured using a high speed
camera (Phantom v1610). The camera was placed directly above the model. The camera settings
were as follows: f-stop = 4, frame rate = 8000 fps, exposure = 111.62 µs, and resolution = 512×512
pixels.

Results
3.3.1

Optimization Results
The algorithm proceeded for 11 generations (550 simulations). As shown in Fig. 3.11, the

algorithm showed favorable progression until generation eight, after which the average fitness did
not improve for the next three generations. The lowest fitness value of any one case was 0.000131.
The genetic algorithm assigned a fitness value of less than 0.001 to 288 combinations of
parameters (cases). These cases were within the desired frequency and CQ ranges. Figure 3.12
shows the statistical distribution of the five design variables for the 288 cases.
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Camera

Acrylic plate
Hemilarynx
configuration

Model

Pressure
sensor

34.3 cm

Plenum
Compressed air

Figure 3.10: Experimental setup for physical VF model testing. Not to scale.

Average fitness

1

0.1

0.01
0

5

10

15

Generation

Figure 3.11: Genetic algorithm progression. Each data point represents the average fitness of a
specific generation.

As seen in Fig. 3.12, the algorithm favored the lower end of the cover’s elastic modulus
range. This was to be expected because the cover layer in human VFs is the most compliant region
of the VFs. Similarly, the cover layer in the EPI model of Murray and Thomson (2012) was the
most compliant layer. An elastic modulus below 0.51 kPa most likely resulted in a model that
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vibrated with too much deformation, resulting in model failure (or possibly no closure). The
algorithm favored a middle range of values for the ligament elastic modulus (1.2 to 1.36 kPa).
These values are slightly larger than the values for the cover layer (0.51 kPa to 1.17 kPa). Again,
this is consistent with the material properties of human VFs and the EPI model, in which the tissue
becomes more compliant towards the epithelium.
The cover and ligament thicknesses tended towards values in the middle of their ranges.
Most cover thickness values in Fig. 3.12 were 0.95 to 1.1 mm. Most ligament thickness values
were 1.9 to 2.95 mm. The small ranges selected by the algorithm for the medial surface length, the
cover thickness, the ligament thickness, and the ligament elastic modulus illustrate the model’s
sensitivity to these parameters.
The algorithm favored the longest medial surface length allowed by the range set in the
algorithm. This supports the findings of Zhang (2016) who reported that a longer medial surface
would lead to larger CQ.
The fitness function successfully favored models with CQs between 0.35 and 0.65 (see Fig.
3.13). It appears, however, that CQ values above approximately 0.5 were penalized. Figure 3.14
offers further insight into this observation. Based on the results, there was an apparent trade-off
between frequency and glottal closure, namely higher frequency was associated with a larger CQ.
Thus, based on the algorithm setup, the larger CQs were penalized due to higher frequencies and
the lower CQs were not. As seen in Fig. 3.14, in which frequency vs. CQ is plotted for each case,
a Pareto front began to form. The beginnings of the Pareto front illustrate an almost exponential
relationship between frequency and CQ. A multi-objective algorithm with frequency and CQ being
equally weighted would result in a clearer Pareto front. The grouping of green points in Fig. 3.14
are the results with a fitness of less than 0.001.
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Figure 3.12: Histograms of the design variables for cases where the fitness was 0.001 or below.
Vertical axis on each denotes number of simulations.
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Figure 3.13: Fitness vs. closed quotient for all genetic algorithm cases (black). Points A, B, and
D are three points that lie along the Pareto front (see Fig. 3.14) and point C is the point with the
lowest fitness value overall.
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Figure 3.14: Closed quotient vs. frequency for all cases run by the genetic algorithm. Green points
are cases where the fitness was less than 0.001. The blue line denotes the beginnings of a Pareto
front where there is a trade-off between frequency and closed quotient. Models A, B, and D are
three models that lie along the Pareto front, and Model C yielded the lowest fitness of any model.

A closer inspection of three points along the Pareto front yields insight into how the design
variables affected CQ and frequency. Models A, B, and D (see Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14) lie along
the Pareto front. Model C is the model with the lowest fitness. Model A vibrated at a frequency of
100 Hz with a CQ value of 0.3 and a fitness value of 0.0055. Model B, the model with the best
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fitness (0.00029) of the three models along the Pareto front, vibrated at 131 Hz with a CQ value
of 0.45. Model D, the point whose frequency fell outside of the specified frequency range, vibrated
at 178 Hz with a CQ value of 0.56 and yielded a fitness value of 0.289.
The design variable values of models A through D are listed in Table 3.3. The geometries,
along with EPI and M5-UNI models (models tested by Murray and Thomson, 2012), are illustrated
in Fig. 3.15. The most significant geometric difference between models A-D and the EPI and M5UNI models was the medial surface length. The M5-UNI model had a medial surface length of 2
mm while models A-D had medial surface lengths of 6 mm. The EPI model had a very small
medial surface length (0.1) due to the extra curvature on the inferior margin (see Fig 3.15). The
cover thickness of the EPI model was slightly larger than model C while the ligament thickness of
the EPI model was slightly smaller than model C. The material properties of each layer are
somewhat similar, with the cover and ligament layers of the EPI model being slightly more
compliant.

Table 3.3: Design variable, frequency, and CQ values of points A, B, C, and D (see Fig. 3.14).
The EPI and M5-UNI models of Murray and Thomson (2012) are included for reference.
The reported frequency for the EPI model is for a tensioned EPI model.
Note that H for all models was 8.4 mm.
Model

Cover
E (kPa)

Lig. E
(kPa)

A
B
C
D
EPI
M5-UNI

0.752
0.628
0.868
1.142
0.224
1.132

0.751
1.464
1.310
1.310
1.132
NA

Cover
thickness
(mm)
0.955
0.955
1.006
0.954
1.5
1.5

Lig.
thickness
(mm)
2.704
2.704
2.205
1.685
1
NA
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Medial
surface
length (mm)
5.97
5.97
5.88
5.97
0.1
2

Frequency
(Hz)

CQ

θ
(°)

100.76
131.58
140.85
178.25
102
102

0.300
0.452
0.425
0.558
0
NA

70
70
70
70
50
50

Figure 3.15: Illustrations of the geometries of models M5-UNI (top left); A, B, and C (top right);
EPI (bottom left); and D (bottom right). The only geometric difference between models A, B, and
C and model D is the thickness of the ligament layer.

Models A-D all were of nearly the same geometry, with the exception being the ligament
layer thickness of model D, which differed from the other three models by approximately 1 mm.
Furthermore, for models A and D, the material properties of the cover and ligament layer were
approximately the same, with model A having a more compliant cover and ligament than model
D. In contrast, models B and C had a compliant cover layer and a stiff ligament layer, where the
cover elastic modulus was approximately the same as the elastic modulus of the ligament and the
cover of model A, and the ligament elastic modulus was approximately the same as the elastic
modulus of the ligament and cover of model D.
Profiles of the four models vibrating over one cycle of vibration are displayed in Fig. 3.16.
The mucosal wave, or the wavelike motion of the medial surface during vibration where the medial
surface rolls from the inferior to superior edge, is evident in all of the models. Model A exhibited
the largest vibration amplitude (see Fig. 3.17) due to its compliant ligament layer. In contrast,
model D had a small vibration amplitude and glottal width owing to its stiffer cover layer.
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Figure 3.16: Profiles of models A, B, C, and D during one cycle of vibration. The undeformed
profile is in light gray.
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Figure 3.17: Truncated glottal waveforms of models A, B, C, and D. All waveforms have been
shifted such that the start of the waveforms are at t = 0.

Vibration patterns of models B and C were similar, as would be expected based on the similarities
of their parameters.
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3.3.2

Physical Model
The parameters describing model B were used to fabricate a physical VF model. Based on

the equation shown in Fig. 3.9 and the stiffness values in Table 3.2, the mixing ratio for the
ligament layer was Ecoflex 1:1:5.5 and for the cover layer was Ecoflex 1:1:6.5. The mixing ratio
for the epithelium and body layers was Dragon Skin 1:1:1. According to the equation, the elastic
moduli of the body and epithelium were expected to be 41.5 kPa, along with 1.25 kPa for the
ligament and 0.726 kPa for the cover. To test the actual modulus values, two rheometry samples
of each material were made except for the epithelium where only one sample was made. The first
sample was made immediately following the mixing of the material. After the layer and sample
were allowed to cure the second rheometry sample was poured and cured.
Using a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49, the average elastic modulus of each layer was found by
converting the shear modulus (see Fig. 3.18) to the elastic modulus using the following relation:
𝐸 = 2𝐺(1 + 𝜈)

(3.6)

where G is the shear modulus. The average shear modulus for a given frequency was found using
the two samples of the same layer and then averaging the moduli over the 10 frequencies. Distinct
differences between the two ligament and cover samples were attributed to possible material
inhomogeneity following mixing and the different amounts of time the two samples cured (1.5 hr
compared to 3 hr). The two body layer samples had similar shear modulus values owing to the
small difference between the amounts of time the samples cured (5 min compared to 10 min). The
rheometry test results (see Fig. 3.18 and Table 3.4) agreed reasonably well with the predicted
values. The level of agreement was reasonable considering that the values for different mixing
ratios reported by Ward (2014) and Murray and Thomson (2011) (see Table 3.2) differ from their
average values by 20% to 30%.
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The synthetic VF model onset pressure was 0.71 kPa and high-speed imaging data were
acquired at three different pressures. The first was approximately 40% above onset pressure (1.02
kPa), the second was approximately 80% above onset pressure (1.28 kPa), and the third was
approximately 100% above onset pressure (1.45 kPa). Images of the synthetic VF over one period
at a subglottal pressure of 1.45 kPa are shown in Fig. 3.19. The video of the model was analyzed
using the MATLAB file vkg.mat (see Appendix F). The file output a graph of glottal area vs. time,
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Body 2
Lig 1
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Lig 2
Cover 1
Cover 2

1000

100
1
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Avg. body
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Average
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.18: Elastic shear modulus vs. frequency for individual test specimens and corresponding
averages.

Table 3.4: Predicted elastic modulus and average measured elastic
modulus of each layer in the physical model.
Layer
Epithelium
Cover
Ligament
Body

Predicted elastic
modulus (kPa)
41.5
0.73
1.25
41.5

Averaged modulus
(kPa)
26.8
0.63
0.96
50.2
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Error
35%
14%
23%
21%

from which the frequency was calculated (Fig 3.20). The file also created a video kymograph
(VKG) of the series of images using the pixels along the glottis center of each image (Fig. 3.21).
Both the VKG and the glottal area graph were used to estimate the CQ of the model as
reported in Table 3.5. When calculating the CQ using the glottal area graph (see Fig. 3.20), 20
mm2 and under was considered closed. The threshold accounted for spurious image artifacts, such
as dark pixels outside of the glottis. The CQ was calculated as the time, over one period, during
which the glottal area was less than 20 mm2 divided by the period The CQ was also estimated
using the VKG (see Fig. 3.21) through visual inspection as follows. A line was drawn from one
cycle peak to the next and another line was drawn from the point the model closed to the point the
model opened again. The CQ was taken as the ratio of the shorter to longer lines. The CQ differed
between the two methods because the VKG was created using the center of the glottis, meaning
the model appeared to be closed when the center closed, when in fact some other regions of the
glottis may have been open. The glottal area graph took the entire glottis into account. Thus the
VKG-based CQ was larger than the area-based CQ (see Table 3.5).

Figure 3.19: Superior view of synthetic VFs over one period with a subglottal pressure of 1.28
kPa. The anterior side of the glottis opening before the posterior side is evident in the seventh and
eighth image.

Table 3.5: Frequency and CQ of the synthetic VF model at different pressures.
Pressure (kPa)
1.02
1.28
1.45

Frequency (Hz)
133.2
129.5
129

Area-based CQ
0.25
0.19
0.21
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VKG-based CQ
0.37
0.38
0.34

4000
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Figure 3.20: Glottal area vs. time for the synthetic VF model at the different pressures noted in
each plot.

The algorithm predicted values of CQ = 0.452 and frequency = 131.6 Hz (Table 3.3). The
frequency of the synthetic model was very close to that predicted by the computational model,
differing by less than 1%. The CQ calculated using the VKG differed from the predicted value by
20% on average. The CQ calculated using the glottal area graph differed from the predicted value
by 52% on average. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the synthetic model exhibited significant
nonzero CQ as was desired and predicted by simulations. The better agreement between the
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Figure 3.21: VKG of the VF model at a pressure of 1.02 kPa (top), 1.28 kPa (middle), and 1.45
kPa (bottom). Arrows denote durations of one cycle (long arrows) and of the closed phase (short
arrows).

predicted model and the VKG data is possibly related to 2D assumptions of the computational
model considering the vibration of the center of the model is most comparable to a 2D model.
Fabrication differences such as asymmetric initial glottal gap might have also played a role. The
difference between the calculated glottal area graph CQ and predicted CQ is evident in Fig 3.19
owing to imperfections in the model vibration pattern. Because one side of the glottis tended to
open before the rest (see Fig. 3.19), it can be assumed that there were imperfections in the geometry
and/or material. The lower experimental CQ value in comparison to the predicted CQ value can
also be attributed to the contact line. Due to the contact line, the computational model predicted
closure at a glottal gap of 0.05 mm.

Conclusion
The geometry and material properties of a computational model were optimized using a
genetic optimization algorithm coupled with an FSI solver. The objective of the optimization was
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to find parameters that would yield a CQ in the range of 0.35 to 0.65 and frequency in the range
of 85 to 150 Hz. The optimization results predicted that medial surface length, cover thickness,
and ligament thickness all played important roles in closure and frequency. The results
demonstrated the importance of having a cover layer that is more compliant than the ligament layer.
The beginnings of a Pareto front were evident in the results, showing a trade-off between frequency
and CQ.
A physical model was made based on the results of the optimization algorithm. The
physical model had the same geometry and approximately the same material properties as the
computational model. The model exhibited significant, non-zero CQ, as was desired. The model’s
frequency and CQ were calculated and compared with predicted values. The frequency agreed
within 1% of the predicted model and the CQ differed by 20% to 50% depending on the calculation
method.
One of the limitations of the optimization algorithm was the low-fidelity model. More
accurate results could be found were the model to be verified and extended to three dimensions.
The genetic algorithm could also be further explored; for example, by testing the algorithm
outcome dependence on crossover rate, mutation rate, tournament selection, and penalty weight.
A derivative-based algorithm, starting with a model with favorable fitness, could lead to a more
optimized result than the results found here. Furthermore, additional physical models could be
made based on the results along the Pareto front to test the pattern predicted by the Pareto front,
namely, that CQ increases with frequency. Future work may also include applying the optimization
algorithm to female VF models.
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4

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this research was to contribute to the development of synthetic and
computational vocal fold (VF) modeling in order to better understand voice mechanics, the
achievement of which was two-fold. First, this was accomplished by developing a method of
quantifying internal deformation of scaled-up VF models using MRI. The method demonstrated
the potential for MRI and synthetic VF models to yield data for computational validation and
bioreactor design. The method also provided details on a four times life-sized self-oscillating VF
model that could be used for future dynamic similarity studies. Second, an optimization algorithm
coupled with a VF computational model was developed to optimize synthetic VF geometry and
stiffness. The objective was to create synthetic VFs with improved vibratory characteristics,
specifically a closed quotient (CQ) within the physiological range of an adult male. The algorithm
successfully output parameters leading to a model that exhibited nonzero CQ, as was evidenced
by tests on a synthetic VF model that was fabricated based on the optimized parameters. The
information has the potential to aid in creating synthetic VFs with improved realism, particularly
from an auditory standpoint. The following sections summarize the conclusions and contributions
from Chapters 1 and 2 and suggest future work.
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MRI-Based Measurement of Internal Deformation of Vibrating Vocal Fold Models
(Chapter 2)
4.1.1

Conclusions and Contributions
An MRI-based method for tracking the internal deformation field of scaled-up, self-

oscillating VF models was developed. Scaled model tests were performed to show that a model
scaled to four times life-size (4x) would yield sufficiently low frequency and adequate longevity
to enable imaging using MRI technology. Order of magnitude dynamic similarity tests were
performed with the 4x model and found to compare reasonably well with a human-sized model
and the human vocal folds. Two potential tracking marker materials were found, cupric sulfate and
3 mm-diameter glass beads, that sufficiently contrasted with silicone VF model material (Ecoflex
00-30) in MR images to the extent that they could be readily identified and located. The markers
were embedded into the coronal plane of VF models that were mounted in a full larynx
configuration. Using the conditioned subglottal pressure as a trigger source, a gated MRI protocol
was developed that could capture specific phases of VF vibration. Two-dimensional (averaged as
well as non-averaged) and 3D (non-averaged) image sets were acquired of the model with
embedded markers. Both marker types had suitable signal-to-noise ratio and contrast for marker
tracking. The cupric sulfate was preferable in terms of resolution of markers and potential to be
less intrusive, whereas the glass beads were less susceptible to blurring.
The primary contribution of this chapter was the development of a gated MRI-based
method of tracking internal deformation in vibrating synthetic VF models. Potential applications
include acquiring data for validating computational VF models and complementing bioreactor
studies for VF tissue engineering research. In addition, the 4x self-oscillating homogenous model
has the potential to be used to study some aspects of human phonation based on dynamic similarity.
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4.1.2

Future Work
Further study using an MRI machine that does not limit parameter settings based on human

subject safety and has a stronger magnetic field could improve upon the current study in the
following ways. First, it could lead to clearer images with higher marker resolution. In addition,
an MRI machine with these specifications may yield improvements that will allow for studies
using life-sized synthetic models and excised larynges, thereby eliminating the primary limitation
of this study, which was the use of a scaled-up model. Future studies may also include the
calculation of the deformation, strain, and stress fields to be compared to a computational model
for validation. Furthermore, the scaled-up model has the potential to aid in future work. Models
beyond homogenous models could be explored, including multi-layer models and models with
liquid cavities to study the effect of materials injected into the VFs.

Glottal Closed Quotient Optimization (Chapter 3)
4.2.1

Conclusions and Contributions
A genetic optimization algorithm coupled with a computational model was described with

the objective of optimizing the stiffness and geometry of synthetic VF models to yield vibrational
properties consistent with human VFs. Because an appropriate CQ has largely remained elusive
for synthetic VFs, it was the main focus of the optimization objective. The algorithm ran for 11
generations, resulting in 550 simulations. The results were analyzed and patterns between CQ and
frequency were observed, namely that CQ decreased as frequency decreased. From the simulation
outcomes, a case which yielded a favorable fitness value was chosen as the basis of a synthetic VF
model. The stiffnesses of the synthetic model layers were tested, as well as the model vibratory
properties of frequency and CQ.
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The results of the optimization algorithm led to the following conclusions. First, both
stiffness and geometry were important factors in closure and frequency. Specifically, model
vibratory response was sensitive to medial surface length, cover thickness, and ligament thickness.
Second, a more compliant cover layer than ligament layer led to models with the most favorable
fitness values. This was consistent with human vocal fold stiffness properties. Third, a tradeoff
was observed between frequency and CQ as was evidenced by the beginning formation of a Pareto
front.
A physical model based on optimized parameters was fabricated to test the output of the
optimization algorithm. The frequency agreed within 1% of the predicted model and the CQ
differed by 20% to 50% depending on the calculation method. However, it is significant that the
model exhibited nonzero CQ, as desired. The optimization algorithm, its output, and the
corresponding synthetic VF model response form the primary contributions of this chapter.

4.2.2

Future Work
In potential future studies, both the computational model and genetic algorithm could be

further improved. The use of a high-fidelity computational model, such as a 3D model that has
been both validated and verified, could lead to improved results. Coupling a high-fidelity solid
model with an analytical fluid model rather than a meshed fluid domain (e.g., Decker and Thomson,
2007) could increase speed and avoid problems with fluid mesh deformation. Furthermore,
experimentation with genetic algorithm parameters, such as crossover rate, mutation rate,
tournament selection, and penalty weight, could improve the algorithm outcome and efficiency. A
derivative-based algorithm based on the optimized solution of the genetic algorithm could also be
implemented in order to find even more optimal solutions. Other future studies may include
changing the design variables to incorporate other geometric and stiffness features.
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The Pareto front formed by frequency and CQ was an interesting and unexpected insight.
Further tests using physical models are required to validate the pattern predicted by the Pareto
front, namely that CQ increases with fundamental frequency. It is expected that a clearer pattern
could be obtained in future studies by increasing the weight of the frequency penalty in the genetic
algorithm or making the algorithm multi-objective, where frequency and CQ are both objectives.
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APPENDIX A. MODAL ANALYSIS SIMULATIONS FOR SCALED MODELS

The scale.in file constructs a three-dimensional vocal fold model based on a parasolid file,
cover_positive.x_t, that can be used for modal analysis. The scale size can be set with the
parameter “Size.”
scale.in
DATABASE NEW SAVE=NO PROMPT=NO
FEPROGRAM ADINA
CONTROL FILEVERSION=V92
*** load CAD file into ADINA and set origins
LOADSOLID PARTFILE='C:\Users\ME\Documents\cover_positive.x_t',
BODYNAME=1 XORIGIN=0 YORIGIN=0,
ZORIGIN=0 AX=1 AY=0,
AZ=0 BX=0 BY=1,
BZ=0 PCOINCID=NO PCTOLERA=1E-05,
MANIFOLD=NO FORMAT=TEXT OLD-UNIT=METER NEW-UNIT=METER SYSTEM=0,
REPAIR=NO REDEFINE=NO RATIO=0.1
*** select the scale size
PARAMETER Size '1'
TRANSFORMATI SCALE NAME=1 MODE=SYSTEM SYSTEM=0 SX=$Size,
SY=$Size SZ=$Size
*** scale mesh
PARAMETER Mesh '0.01*$Size/3'
BODY TRANSFORMED NAME=1 OPTION=MOVE TRANSFOR=1 MESH=NO EGROUP=0,
NCOINCID=NO NTOLERAN=1E-05
@CLEAR
1
@
*** boundary conditions
FIXBOUNDARY THREE-D FIXITY=ALL
@CLEAR
6 1 'ALL'
1 1 'ALL'
7 1 'ALL'
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@
***material constants
MATERIAL ELASTIC NAME=1 E=5000 NU=0.4,
DENSITY=1000 ALPHA=0 MDESCRIP='Ecoflex1-1-4'
EGROUP THREEDSOLID NAME=1 DISPLACE=DEFAULT STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=1,
RSINT=DEFAULT TINT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=DEFAUL,
FORMULAT=0 STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO,
RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT TIME-OFF=0,
POROUS=NO WTMC=1 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='Ecoflex',
PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT TBIRTH=0,
TDEATH=0 TMC-MATE=1 RUPTURE-=0 EM=NO JOULE=NO,
BOLT-NUM=0 BOLT-PLA=0 BOLT-LOA=0,
BOLT-TOL=0 TETINT=DEFAULT
SUBDIVIDE MODEL MODE=LENGTH SIZE= $Mesh NDIV=1,
PROGRESS=GEOMETRIC MINCUR=1
GBODY NODES=10 NCOINCID=BOUNDARIES NCTOLERA=1E-05,
SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1 PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC COLLAPSE=NO SIZE-FUN=0,
DELETE-S=NO ANGLE-MI=5 MIDNODES=CURVED,
METHOD=DELAUNAY PATTERN=0 MESHING=FREE-FORM DEGENERA=YES,
BOUNDARY=ADVFRONT DEG-EDGE=0 GEO-ERRO=0,
SAMPLING=20 MIN-SIZE=0 NLAYER=1 NLTABL=0,
AUTO-GRA=NO SIMULATE=NO PYRAMIDS=NO DANGMAXB=80,
DANGMAXC=80 DANGMAXD=80 HEXALAYE=NO,
AUTO-REF=YES EVEN=SUM DENSITY=1.8 MIDFACEN=QUAD,
REFINE=EDGE-MIDDLE GRID=YES BREFINE=EDGE-MIDDLE BLTABL=0,
PREFSHA2=QUADRILATERAL NOPTI=1 3DBLTAB=0
@CLEAR
10
@
*** sets frequency analysis mode
MASTER ANALYSIS=FREQUENCIES MODEX=EXECUTE TSTART=0,
IDOF=0 OVALIZAT=NONE FLUIDPOT=AUTOMATIC CYCLICPA=1 IPOSIT=STOP,
REACTION=YES INITIALS=NO FSINTERA=NO IRINT=DEFAULT CMASS=NO,
SHELLNDO=AUTOMATIC AUTOMATI=OFF SOLVER=SPARSE,
CONTACT-=CONSTRAINT-FUNCTION TRELEASE=0.,
RESTART-=NO FRACTURE=NO LOAD-CAS=NO LOAD-PEN=NO SINGULAR=YES,
STIFFNES=0.0001 MAP-OUTP=NONE MAP-FORM=NO,
NODAL-DE='' POROUS-C=NO ADAPTIVE=0 ZOOM-LAB=1 AXIS-CYC=0,
PERIODIC=NO VECTOR-S=GEOMETRY EPSI-FIR=NO STABILIZ=NO,
STABFACT=1E-10 RESULTS=PORTHOLE FEFCORR=NO,
BOLTSTEP=1 EXTEND-S=YES CONVERT-=NO DEGEN=YES TMC-MODE=NO,
ENSIGHT-=NO IRSTEPS=1 INITIALcT=NO TEMP-INT=NO ESINTERA=NO,
OP2GEOM=NO INSITU-D=NO OP2ERCS=ELEMENT 2DPL-AX=YZ-Z,
OP2STR=DEFAULT
FREQUENCIES METHOD=SUBSPACE-ITERATION NEIGEN=6 NMODE=3 IPRINT=NO,
RIGID-BO=NO RSHIFT=0 CUTOFF=1E+30,
NITEMM=DEFAULT NVECTOR=DEFAULT STURM-CH=NO ACCELERA=NO,
TOLERANC=DEFAULT STARTTYP=LANCZOS NSTVECTO=0 INTERVAL=NO,
FMIN=0 FMAX=DEFAULT MODALSTR=NO STATIC=NO,
NSHIFT=AUTO NSHIFT-B=50 AVL-OUT=NO CMS-SUBS=NO NFREQ-CM=0
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APPENDIX B. REYNOLDS AND STROUHAL NUMBER CALCULATIONS

B.1 Maximum Glottal Gap Study
The maximum glottal gap used as the characteristic length for the Reynolds and Strouhal
numbers was found using high-speed video (Phantom v1610, Vision Research Inc., 16653 fps, 49
s shutter speed) of the superior surface of the model vibration. The resulting images of one cycle
of vibration are shown in Fig. B.1. The model was oriented such that the anterior side of the model
was superior to (above) the posterior side of the model. The larger glottal gap seen at the top of
the image was due to gravity pulling the silicone downwards. The maximum glottal gap was
calculated by measuring the largest gap along the glottis of four images in one cycle where the
model was at the point in the cycle of maximum opening. The gap of each image was measured
and the largest value was reported as the maximum glottal opening.
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Figure B.1: Superior view of the 4x vocal fold model over one period (top). The image with the
largest glottal gap is circled and the point along the glottis that is largest is indicated with a white
arrow (bottom).

B.2 Maximum Glottal Jet Velocity
Maximum glottal jet velocity was estimated using the same camera settings as for the
maximum glottal opening imaging, but the camera was positioned on the lateral side of the model.
Talcum powder was injected into the flow upstream of the vibrating model to be used as tracking
particles in the high-speed images. The images were analyzed to obtain vector fields using DaVis
7.1 (Lavision, Inc.) The vector fields during the time of maximum glottal velocity are shown in
Fig. B.2.
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Figure B.2: Successive images of the vector field of the vocal fold model during vibration. The
model is at the right and flow is to the left. The region in the white circle in the right image contains
the maximum glottal velocity.
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APPENDIX C. STENCIL IMAGES

The stencil pattern in Fig. C.1 was used to find the spacing and size necessary for marker
materials. The smallest diameter tested was approximately 0.75 mm and the smallest spacing tested
was approximately 0.5 mm. Fig. C.1 also contains the two stencils used to lay down the cupric
sulfate and glass beads in the vocal fold model used for final testing.

Figure C.1: The stencil used to find appropriate marker size and spacing for particles (left) and
the final stencils for the cupric sulfate powder (middle) and glass beads (right).
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APPENDIX D. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL FOR OPTIMIZATION

D.1 parameter.in
The file parameter.in was used by ADINA to parameterize the solid and fluid
computational model files. This file contains the parameters describing mesh size, step size,
geometry points, material properties, and inlet pressure. The parameter file reads an input file
(input.in) created by MATLAB to determine the values of the design variables. The original design
variables are commented out for convenience. The file was based on a file originally developed by
Scott Thomson.
parameter.in
READ inputs.in
*** Inlet pressure boundary condition
PARAMETER Pressure '900'
*** Epithelium modulus
PARAMETER Ee '60000'
*** Cover, ligament, body, epithelium modulus & Poisson ratio values
*PARAMETER Ec '400'
*PARAMETER El '25000'
PARAMETER Eb '50000'
PARAMETER Ec '$Ec1'
PARAMETER El '$El1'
PARAMETER Nue '0.49'
PARAMETER Nuc '0.49'
PARAMETER Nul '0.49'
PARAMETER Nub '0.49'
*** Rayleigh damping constants
PARAMETER ALPHA '19.89432595'
PARAMETER BETA '0.000125323'
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*** Curve fit parameters
PARAMETER B '10.5'
PARAMETER Ac '$Ec/($B*EXP($B*0.05))'
PARAMETER Al '$El/($B*EXP($B*0.05))'
PARAMETER Ab '$EB/($B*EXP($B*0.05))'
*** Scale factors
* Grid
PARAMETER GFluid '1'
PARAMETER GSolid '0.5'
* Time
PARAMETER TS '1'
* Convergence
PARAMETER CS '1'
*** Convergence criteria
PARAMETER Conv '0.01/$CS'
*** Sub- and supra-glottal duct lengths
PARAMETER DuctUp '-0.01'
PARAMETER DuctDn '0.1'
PARAMETER TubeLength '0.05 + $DuctUp'
PARAMETER L1 '$DuctUp - $TubeLength'
PARAMETER L2 '$DuctUp + $L1 - 0.25 - 0.048'
*** Time step parameters
PARAMETER MAXTIME '0.1'
PARAMETER dt '0.00005/$TS'
PARAMETER NSteps 'ANINT($MAXTIME/$dt)'
PARAMETER MaxATS '10'
*** Intermediate calculations for stress-strain curves
PARAMETER EeNeg '-$Ee/10'
PARAMETER EeNeg2 '-$Ee/4'
PARAMETER EeNegS '-$Ee/2'
PARAMETER EePos '$Ee/10'
PARAMETER EePos2 '$Ee/4'
PARAMETER EePosS '$Ee/2'
PARAMETER EcNeg '-$Ec/10'
PARAMETER EcNeg2 '-$Ec/4'
PARAMETER EcNegS '-$Ec/2'
PARAMETER EcPos '$Ec/10'
PARAMETER EcPos2 '$Ec/4'
PARAMETER EcPosS '$Ec/2'
PARAMETER ElNeg '-$El/10'
PARAMETER ElNeg2 '-$El/4'
PARAMETER ElNegS '-$El/2'
PARAMETER ElPos '$El/10'
PARAMETER ElPos2 '$El/4'
PARAMETER ElPosS '$El/2'
PARAMETER EbNeg '-$Eb/10'
PARAMETER EbNeg2 '-$Eb/4'
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PARAMETER EbNegS '-$Eb/2'
PARAMETER EbPos '$Eb/10'
PARAMETER EbPos2 '$Eb/4'
PARAMETER EbPosS '$Eb/2'
*** Bulk moduli
PARAMETER Kappae '$Ee/(3*(1-2*$Nue))'
PARAMETER Kappac '$Ec/(3*(1-2*$Nuc))'
PARAMETER Kappal '$El/(3*(1-2*$Nul))'
PARAMETER Kappab '$Eb/(3*(1-2*$Nub))'
*PARAMETER Kappac '1E9'
*PARAMETER Kappal '1E9'
*PARAMETER Kappab '1E9'
*** Symmetry line & contact line definitions
PARAMETER zt '0.0084'
PARAMETER dg '0.00005'
PARAMETER zSym '$zt+$dg'
PARAMETER ConPer '.5'
PARAMETER zContact '$zt+$dg*$ConPer-$zSym'
PARAMETER zContacts '-$zContact'
PARAMETER offset '0'
PARAMETER zLower '-0.5+$offset'
PARAMETER zUpper '0.5+$offset'
*** Point location calculations
*PARAMETER CHANGEm '-0.002'
PARAMETER ThickO '0.00084855'
PARAMETER CHCon '0.012'
PARAMETER T '0.003'
PARAMETER Ro '0.000987'
PARAMETER GAMMA '0*2*3.14159/360'
PARAMETER THETA '40*2*3.14159/360'
PARAMETER Rg '$Ro/(1+sin($GAMMA/2))'
PARAMETER Rl '$T/2'
PARAMETER Q1 '($T-$Ro+($Rl*sin($GAMMA/2)))/cos($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Q2 '-$Rl*sin($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Q3 '$Q1*cos($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Q4 '$Ro'
PARAMETER Q5 '$Rl*sin((3.14159/2)-$THETA)'
PARAMETER EpTHICK '0.00005'
PARAMETER EcTHICK '$Thickness'
*PARAMETER ElTHICK '0.0013'
* Point A (1)
PARAMETER Ay '0'
PARAMETER Az '0-$zSym'
* Point F (6)
PARAMETER Fy '0.0107488'
PARAMETER Fz '$Az'
* Point B (2)
PARAMETER By '$Fy-$T-$Q5'
PARAMETER Bz '$Az+(($By-$Ay)/tan($THETA))'
* Point U (21) (upstream radius center)
PARAMETER Uy '$Fy-$T'
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PARAMETER Uz '$Bz-$Rl*sin($THETA)'
* Point C (3)
PARAMETER Cy '$Fy-$Q4-$Q3'
PARAMETER Cz '$Uz+$Rl*cos($GAMMA/2)'
* Point D (4)
PARAMETER Dy '$Fy-$Q4'
PARAMETER Dz '$Cz+$Q1*sin($GAMMA/2)'
* Point D.5 (bisect fluid arc)
PARAMETER Dp5y '0.00976183+0.000987*cos(45*2*3.14159/360)'
PARAMETER Dp5z '0.007413+0.000987*sin(45*2*3.14159/360)-$zSym'
PARAMETER Dp5zs '-$Dp5z'
* Point V (22)(downstream radius center)
PARAMETER Ey '$Fy'
PARAMETER Vy '$Ey-$Rg'
PARAMETER Vz '$Dz-$Rg*cos($GAMMA/2)'
* Point E (5)
PARAMETER Ez '$Vz'
* Point B (2)
PARAMETER By '$Fy-$T-$Q5+$CHANGEm'
* Point C (3)
PARAMETER Cy '$Fy-$Q4-$Q3+$CHANGEm'
PARAMETER THETAnew 'atan(($Bz-$Az)/($By-$Ay))'
PARAMETER Rq '($Cy-$By)/(sin($THETAnew))'
* Point U (21) (upstream radius center)
PARAMETER Uy '$Cy'
PARAMETER Uz '$Cz - $Rq'
PARAMETER Bz '$Uz+$Rq*cos($THETAnew)'
* Point G (7)
PARAMETER Gy '$Ay+$EpTHICK/cos($THETA)'
PARAMETER Gz '$Az'
* Point H (8)
PARAMETER Hz '$Bz'
PARAMETER Hy '$By+$EpTHICK'
* Point I (9)
PARAMETER Iy '$Uy+sin($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Iz '$Cz-$EpTHICK'
* Point J (10)
PARAMETER Jy '$Vy+($Rg-$EpTHICK)*sin($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Jz '$Vz+($Rg-$EpTHICK)*cos($GAMMA/2)'
* Point K (11)
PARAMETER Ky '$Ey-$EpTHICK'
PARAMETER Kz '$Ez'
* Point L (12)
PARAMETER Ly '$Fy-$EpTHICK'
PARAMETER Lz '$Fz'
* Point M (13)
PARAMETER My '$Ay+$EcTHICK/cos($THETA)'
PARAMETER Mz '$Az'
* Point W (23) (upstream radius center)
PARAMETER Wz '$Cz-$EcTHICK-($Rl-$ThickO)*cos($GAMMA/2)'
* Point O (15)
PARAMETER Oz '$Wz+($Rl-$ThickO)*cos($THETAnew)'
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PARAMETER Oy '$My+($By-$Ay)*($Oz-$Mz)/($Bz-$Az)'
PARAMETER Wy '$Oy+($Rl-$ThickO)*sin($THETAnew)'
* Point P (16)
PARAMETER Py '$Wy+($Rl-$ThickO)*sin($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Pz '$Cz-$EcTHICK'
* Point V (24)(downstream radius center)
PARAMETER Xy '$Fy-$EcTHICK-$Rg+$ThickO'
PARAMETER Xz '$Vz-$EcTHICK+$ThickO'
* Point Q (17)
PARAMETER Qy '$Xy+($Rg-$ThickO)*sin($GAMMA/2)'
PARAMETER Qz '$Dz - $EcTHICK'
* Point R (18)
PARAMETER Ry '$Fy-$EcTHICK'
PARAMETER Rz '$Xz'
* Point S (19)
PARAMETER Sy '$Ry'
PARAMETER Sz '$Qz-$ElTHICK'
* Point N (14)
PARAMETER Nz '$Sz'
PARAMETER Ny '($Nz-$Mz)*($Oy-$My)/($Oz-$Mz)+$My'
* Point T (20)
PARAMETER Ty '$Fy-$EcTHICK'
PARAMETER Tz '$Fz'
PARAMETER AA1y '$Cy+1*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA1z '$Cz+1*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA1zs '-$AA1z'
PARAMETER EE1y '$Cy+3*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE1z '$Cz+3*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE1zs '-$EE1z'
PARAMETER II1y '$Cy+5*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II1z '$Cz+5*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II1zs '-$II1z'
PARAMETER MM1y '$Cy+7*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM1z '$Cz+7*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM1zs '-$MM1z'
PARAMETER SS1y '$Cy+9*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS1z '$Cz+9*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS1zs '-$SS1z'
PARAMETER AA2y '$Cy+11*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA2z '$Cz+11*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA2zs '-$AA2z'
PARAMETER EE2y '$Cy+13*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE2z '$Cz+13*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE2zs '-$EE2z'
PARAMETER II2y '$Cy+15*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II2z '$Cz+15*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II2zs '-$II2z'
PARAMETER MM2y '$Cy+17*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM2z '$Cz+17*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM2zs '-$MM2z'
PARAMETER SS2y '$Cy+19*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS2z '$Cz+19*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS2zs '-$SS2z'
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PARAMETER AA3y '$Cy+21*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA3z '$Cz+21*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA3zs '-$AA3z'
PARAMETER EE3y '$Cy+23*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE3z '$Cz+23*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE3zs '-$EE3z'
PARAMETER II3y '$Cy+25*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II3z '$Cz+25*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II3zs '-$II3z'
PARAMETER MM3y '$Cy+27*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM3z '$Cz+27*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM3zs '-$MM3z'
PARAMETER SS3y '$Cy+29*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS3z '$Cz+29*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS3zs '-$SS3z'
PARAMETER AA4y '$Cy+31*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA4z '$Cz+31*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA4zs '-$AA4z'
PARAMETER EE4y '$Cy+33*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE4z '$Cz+33*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE4zs '-$EE4z'
PARAMETER II4y '$Cy+35*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II4z '$Cz+35*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II4zs '-$II4z'
PARAMETER MM4y '$Cy+37*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM4z '$Cz+37*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM4zs '-$MM4z'
PARAMETER SS4y '$Cy+39*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS4z '$Cz+39*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS4zs '-$SS4z'
PARAMETER AA5y '$Cy+41*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA5z '$Cz+41*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA5zs '-$AA5z'
PARAMETER EE5y '$Cy+43*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE5z '$Cz+43*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE5zs '-$EE5z'
PARAMETER II5y '$Cy+45*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II5z '$Cz+45*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II5zs '-$II5z'
PARAMETER MM5y '$Cy+47*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM5z '$Cz+47*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM5zs '-$MM5z'
PARAMETER SS5y '$Cy+49*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS5z '$Cz+49*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS5zs '-$SS5z'
PARAMETER AA6y '$Cy+51*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA6z '$Cz+51*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA6zs '-$AA6z'
PARAMETER EE6y '$Cy+53*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE6z '$Cz+53*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE6zs '-$EE6z'
PARAMETER II6y '$Cy+55*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II6z '$Cz+55*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
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PARAMETER II6zs '-$II6z'
PARAMETER MM6y '$Cy+57*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM6z '$Cz+57*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM6zs '-$MM6z'
PARAMETER SS6y '$Cy+59*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS6z '$Cz+59*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS6zs '-$SS6z'
PARAMETER AA7y '$Cy+61*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA7z '$Cz+61*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA7zs '-$AA7z'
PARAMETER EE7y '$Cy+63*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE7z '$Cz+63*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE7zs '-$EE7z'
PARAMETER II7y '$Cy+65*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II7z '$Cz+65*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II7zs '-$II7z'
PARAMETER MM7y '$Cy+67*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM7z '$Cz+67*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM7zs '-$MM7z'
PARAMETER SS7y '$Cy+69*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS7z '$Cz+69*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS7zs '-$SS7z'
PARAMETER AA8y '$Cy+71*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER AA8z '$Cz+71*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER AA8zs '-$AA8z'
PARAMETER EE8y '$Cy+73*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER EE8z '$Cz+73*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER EE8zs '-$EE8z'
PARAMETER II8y '$Cy+75*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER II8z '$Cz+75*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER II8zs '-$II8z'
PARAMETER MM8y '$Cy+77*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER MM8z '$Cz+77*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER MM8zs '-$MM8z'
PARAMETER SS8y '$Cy+79*($Dy-$Cy)/80'
PARAMETER SS8z '$Cz+79*($Dz-$Cz)/80'
PARAMETER SS8zs '-$SS8z'
PARAMETER QQy '$Fy+0.001'
PARAMETER RRy '$Dy+.0005'
*** How many steps to save
PARAMETER NodeStepSkip '2'
PARAMETER ElementStepSkip '399'
*** Solid grid definitions: Cover and epithelium
PARAMETER EMSize '2.527E-05*4/$GSolid'
*** Solid grid definitions: Body
PARAMETER BMSize '$EMSize*2'
*** Fluid grid sizes
PARAMETER NDiv1 'anint(($By-$Ay)/.0002024)*$GFluid'
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PARAMETER NDiv2 'anint(($Cy-$By)/.0001012)*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv3 '1'
PARAMETER NDiv4 '9*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv5 '$NDiv4'
PARAMETER NDiv6 '10*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv7 '20*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv8 '10*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv9 '10*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv10 '10*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv11 '10*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv19 '10*$GFluid'
PARAMETER NDiv25 '$NDiv6'
PARAMETER NDiv2000 'anint(16*$GFluid*$TubeLength/0.05)'
PARAMETER NDiv2010 'anint(2*$GFluid)'
PARAMETER B1E1 'ANINT(100*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E2 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E3 'ANINT(20*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E4 'ANINT(16*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E5 'ANINT(72*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E6 'MAX(ANINT(1*$GSolid),1)'
PARAMETER B1E7 '$B1E5'
PARAMETER B1E8 '$B1E4'
PARAMETER B1E9 '$B1E3'
PARAMETER B1E10 '$B1E2'
PARAMETER B1E11 '$B1E1'
PARAMETER B1E12 '$B1E6'
PARAMETER B2E1 '$B1E1'
PARAMETER B2E2 '$B1E2'
PARAMETER B2E3 '$B1E3'
PARAMETER B2E4 '$B1E4'
PARAMETER B2E5 '$B1E5'
PARAMETER B2E6 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E7 'ANINT(64*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E8 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E9 'ANINT(4*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E10 'ANINT(20*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E11 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E12 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E13 'ANINT(80*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E14 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B3E1 '$B2E12'
PARAMETER B3E2 '$B2E11'
PARAMETER B3E3 '$B2E10'
PARAMETER B3E4 '$B2E9'
PARAMETER B3E5 '$B2E8'
PARAMETER B3E6 'ANINT(36*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B4E1 '$B2E13'
PARAMETER B4E2 '$B3E6'
PARAMETER B4E3 '$B2E7'
PARAMETER B4E4 'ANINT(44*$GSolid)'
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PARAMETER B1E1 'ANINT(50*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E2 'ANINT(6*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E3 'ANINT(20*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E4 'ANINT(8*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E5 'ANINT(36*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B1E6 'MAX(ANINT(1*$GSolid),1)'
PARAMETER B1E7 '$B1E5'
PARAMETER B1E8 '$B1E4'
PARAMETER B1E9 '$B1E3'
PARAMETER B1E10 '$B1E2'
PARAMETER B1E11 '$B1E1'
PARAMETER B1E12 '$B1E6'
PARAMETER B2E6 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E7 'ANINT(32*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E8 'ANINT(4*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E9 'ANINT(2*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E10 'ANINT(10*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E11 'ANINT(4*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E12 'ANINT(6*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E13 'ANINT(40*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B2E14 'ANINT(12*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B3E6 'ANINT(18*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER B4E4 'ANINT(22*$GSolid)'
PARAMETER ContNod 'ANINT(50*$GSolid)'

D.2 s.in
The file s.in is called within ADINA to generate the solid domain of the single vocal fold.
The file calls parameter.in to generate the model. The file was based on a file originally developed
by Scott Thomson.
s.in
* Processor parameter initialization
DATABASE NEW SAVE=NO PROMPT=NO
FEPROGRAM ADINA
CONTROL FILEVERSION=V87
* Define primary solver parameters
MASTER ANALYSIS=DYNAMIC-DIRECT-INTEGRATION MODEX=EXECUTE,
TSTART=0 IDOF=100011 OVALIZAT=NONE,
FLUIDPOT=AUTOMATIC CYCLICPA=1 IPOSIT=STOP REACTION=YES,
INITIALS=NO FSINTERA=YES IRINT=399 CMASS=NO,
SHELLNDO=AUTOMATIC AUTOMATI=ATS SOLVER=SPARSE,
CONTACT-=CONSTRAINT-FUNCTION TRELEASE=0,
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RESTART-=NO FRACTURE=NO LOAD-CAS=NO LOAD-PEN=NO SINGULAR=YES,
STIFFNES=1E-09 MAP-OUTP=NONE MAP-FORM=NO,
NODAL-DE='' POROUS-C=NO ADAPTIVE=0 ZOOM-LAB=1 AXIS-CYC=0,
PERIODIC=NO VECTOR-S=GEOMETRY EPSI-FIR=NO STABILIZ=NO,
STABFACT=1E-12 RESULTS=PORTHOLE FEFCORR=NO,
BOLTSTEP=1 EXTEND-S=YES CONVERT-=NO DEGEN=YES TMC-MODE=NO,
ENSIGHT-=NO IRSTEPS=1 INITIALT=NO
* Set kinematics to be large displacement & large strain
KINEMATICS DISPLACE=LARGE STRAINS=LARGE PRESSURE=NO INCOMPAT=NO
* Input various parameters
READ parameter.in
ITERATION METHOD=FULL-NEWTON LINE-SEA=DEFAULT MAX-ITER=50,
PRINTOUT=ALL PLASTIC-=1
TOLERANCES ITERATION CONVERGE=ED ETOL=$Conv RCTOL=0.05 DTOL=$Conv,
DNORM=0.0001 DMNORM=0.0001 STOL=0.5 RCONSM=0.01 ENLSTH=0,
LSLOWER=0.001 LSUPPER=0 MAXDISP=0
* Define points
COORDINATES POINT SYSTEM=0
@CLEAR
1 0 $Ay $Az 0
2 0 $By $Bz 0
3 0 $Cy $Cz 0
4 0 $Dy $Dz 0
5 0 $Ey $Ez 0
6 0 $Fy $Fz 0
7 0 $Gy $Gz 0
8 0 $Hy $Hz 0
9 0 $Iy $Iz 0
10 0 $Jy $Jz 0
11 0 $Ky $Kz 0
12 0 $Ly $Lz 0
13 0 $My $Mz 0
14 0 $Ny $Nz 0
15 0 $Oy $Oz 0
16 0 $Py $Pz 0
17 0 $Qy $Qz 0
18 0 $Ry $Rz 0
19 0 $Sy $Sz 0
20 0 $Ty $Tz 0
21 0 $Uy $Uz 0
22 0 $Vy $Vz 0
23 0 $Wy $Wz 0
24 0 $Xy $Xz 0
100 0 $Ay $zContact 0
101 0 $CHCon $zContact 0
* Cover profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1 P1=1 P2=2
LINE ARC NAME=2 MODE=1 P1=2 P2=3 CENTER=21
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=3 P1=3 P2=4
LINE ARC NAME=4 MODE=1 P1=4 P2=5 CENTER=22
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=5 P1=5 P2=6
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* Epithelium profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=6 P1=7 P2=8
LINE ARC NAME=7 MODE=1 P1=8 P2=9 CENTER=21
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=8 P1=9 P2=10
LINE ARC NAME=9 MODE=1 P1=10 P2=11 CENTER=22
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=10 P1=11 P2=12
* Ligament profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=11 P1=14 P2=15
LINE ARC NAME=12 MODE=1 P1=15 P2=16 CENTER=23
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=13 P1=16 P2=17
LINE ARC NAME=14 MODE=1 P1=17 P2=18 CENTER=24
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=15 P1=18 P2=19
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=16 P1=19 P2=14
* Body profile
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=17 P1=13 P2=14
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=18 P1=19 P2=20
* Lines along lateral VF edge
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=19 P1=1 P2=7
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=20 P1=7 P2=13
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=21 P1=13 P2=20
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=22 P1=20 P2=12
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=23 P1=12 P2=6
* Epithelium line
LINE COMBINED NAME=30 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=NO
@CLEAR
1 2 3 4 5 23 10 9 8 7 6 19
@
* Superficial lamina propria line
LINE COMBINED NAME=31 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=NO
@CLEAR
6 7 8 9 10 22 18 15 14 13 12 11 17 20
@
* Ligament line
LINE COMBINED NAME=32 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=NO
@CLEAR
11 12 13 14 15 16
@
* Body line
LINE COMBINED NAME=33 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=NO
@CLEAR
17 16 18 21
@
* Contact line
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=100 P1=100 P2=101
* Epithelium
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BODY SHEET NAME=1 LINE=30 DELETE-L=YES
BODY SHEET NAME=2 LINE=31 DELETE-L=YES
BODY SHEET NAME=3 LINE=32 DELETE-L=YES
* Body
BODY SHEET NAME=4 LINE=33 DELETE-L=YES
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=1 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E1 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=2 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E2 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=3 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E3 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=4 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E4 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=5 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E5 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=6 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E6 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=7 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E7 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=8 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E8 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=9 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E9 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=10 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E10 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=11 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E11 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=12 BODY=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E12 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=1 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E11 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=2 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E10 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=3 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E9 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=4 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E8 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=5 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B1E7 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=6 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E6 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=7 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E7 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=8 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E8 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=9 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E9 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=10 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E10 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=11 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E11 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=12 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E12 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
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SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=13 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E13 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=14 BODY=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E14 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=1 BODY=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E12 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=2 BODY=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E11 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=3 BODY=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E10 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=4 BODY=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E9 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=5 BODY=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E8 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=6 BODY=3 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B3E6 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=1 BODY=4 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E13 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=2 BODY=4 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B3E6 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=3 BODY=4 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B2E7 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
SUBDIVIDE EDGE NAME=4 BODY=4 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$B4E4 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
* Boundary condition: Fix lateral edges
FIXBOUNDARY EDGES FIXITY=ALL BODY=1
@CLEAR
6 'ALL'
12 'ALL'
@
FIXBOUNDARY EDGES FIXITY=ALL BODY=2
@CLEAR
6 'ALL'
14 'ALL'
@
FIXBOUNDARY EDGES FIXITY=ALL BODY=4
@CLEAR
4 'ALL'
@
* Boundary condition: FSI
FSBOUNDARY TWO-D NAME=1
@CLEAR
11
21
31
41
51
@
* Epithelium stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=1 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nue
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@CLEAR
-0.5 $EeNegS 0
-0.25 $EeNeg2 0
-0.1 $EeNeg 0
000
0.1 $EePos 0
0.25 $EePos2 0
0.5 $EePosS 0
1.0 $Ee 0
@
* Superficial lamina propria (cover) stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=2 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nuc
@CLEAR
-0.5 $EcNegS 0
-0.25 $EcNeg2 0
-0.1 $EcNeg 0
000
0.1 $EcPos 0
0.25 $EcPos2 0
0.5 $EcPosS 0
1.0 $Ec 0
@
* Ligament stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=3 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nul
@CLEAR
-0.5 $ElNegS 0
-0.25 $ElNeg2 0
-0.1 $ElNeg 0
000
0.1 $ElPos 0
0.25 $ElPos2 0
0.5 $ElPosS 0
1.0 $El 0
@
* Body stress-strain curve
SSCURVE NAME=4 CONSTANT=YES NU=$Nub
@CLEAR
-0.5 $EbNegS 0
-0.25 $EbNeg2 0
-0.1 $EbNeg 0
000
0.1 $EbPos 0
0.25 $EbPos2 0
0.5 $EbPosS 0
1.0 $Eb 0
@
* Material properties for cover, ligament, body, & epithelium
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=1 TENSION-=1 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=2 TENSION-=2 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
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ECHO=ALL
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=3 TENSION-=3 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
CURVE-FITTIN NAME=4 TENSION-=4 SHEAR-CU=0 EQUIBIAX=0 ORDER=6,
WEIGHTIN=NO CURVE-TY=STRAIN METHOD=SVD NSINGULA=AUTOMATIC,
ECHO=ALL
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=1 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappae DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=1,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Epithelium'
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=2 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappac DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=2,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Cover'
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=3 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappal DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=3,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Ligament'
MATERIAL OGDEN NAME=4 MU1=0 ALPHA1=0, MU2=0 ALPHA2=0, MU3=0 ALPHA3=0,
MU4=0 ALPHA4=0, MU5=0 ALPHA5=0, MU6=0 ALPHA6=0, MU7=0 ALPHA7=0,
MU8=0 ALPHA8=0, MU9=0 ALPHA9=0, KAPPA=$Kappab DENSITY=1070 FITTING-=4,
VISCOELA=0 TEMPERAT=NO TREF=0 RUBBER-T=0,
RUBBER-V=0 RUBBER-M=0 RUBBER-O=0 MDESCRIP='Body'
* Element groups
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=1 SUBTYPE=STRAIN DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=1 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
FORMULAT=0 STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=0,
LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT,
TIME-OFF=0 POROUS=NO WTMC=1 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='Epithelium1'
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=2 SUBTYPE=STRAIN DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=2 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
FORMULAT=0 STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=0,
LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT,
TIME-OFF=0 POROUS=NO WTMC=1 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='Cover'
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=3 SUBTYPE=STRAIN DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=3 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
FORMULAT=0 STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=0,
LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT,
TIME-OFF=0 POROUS=NO WTMC=1 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='Ligament'
EGROUP TWODSOLID NAME=4 SUBTYPE=STRAIN DISPLACE=DEFAULT,
STRAINS=DEFAULT MATERIAL=4 INT=DEFAULT RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO,
FORMULAT=0 STRESSRE=GLOBAL INITIALS=NONE FRACTUR=NO,
CMASS=DEFAULT STRAIN-F=0 UL-FORMU=DEFAULT PNTGPS=0 NODGPS=0,
LVUS1=0 LVUS2=0 SED=NO RUPTURE=ADINA INCOMPAT=DEFAULT,
TIME-OFF=0 POROUS=NO WTMC=1 OPTION=NONE DESCRIPT='Body'
* Mesh epithelium, superficial lamina propria, ligament, and body regions
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GFACE NODES=4 NCOINCID=BOUNDARIES NCTOLERA=1E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1,
PREFSHAP=QUAD-DIRECT BODY=1 COLLAPSE=NO SIZE-FUN=0 MIDNODES=CURVED,
METHOD=DELAUNAY NLAYER=1 NLTABL=0 GEO-ERRO=0 SAMPLING=20,
MIN-SIZE=0 AUTO-GRA=NO SIMULATE=NO DENSITY=1.8
@CLEAR
1
@
GFACE NODES=3 NCOINCID=BOUNDARIES NCTOLERA=1E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=2,
PREFSHAP=TRIANGULAR BODY=2 COLLAPSE=NO SIZE-FUN=0 MIDNODES=CURVED,
METHOD=ADVFRONT NLAYER=1 NLTABL=0 GEO-ERRO=0 SAMPLING=20,
MIN-SIZE=0 AUTO-GRA=NO SIMULATE=NO DENSITY=1.8 EVEN=SUM,
FLIP=NO REFINE=EDGE-MIDDLE BLTABL=0 MESHING=FREE-FORM,
PATTERN=AUTOMATIC 2DBLTAB=0
@CLEAR
1
@
GFACE NODES=3 NCOINCID=BOUNDARIES NCTOLERA=1E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=3,
PREFSHAP=TRIANGULAR BODY=3 COLLAPSE=NO SIZE-FUN=0 MIDNODES=CURVED,
METHOD=ADVFRONT NLAYER=1 NLTABL=0 GEO-ERRO=0 SAMPLING=20,
MIN-SIZE=0 AUTO-GRA=NO SIMULATE=NO DENSITY=1.8 EVEN=SUM,
FLIP=NO REFINE=EDGE-MIDDLE BLTABL=0 MESHING=FREE-FORM,
PATTERN=AUTOMATIC 2DBLTAB=0
@CLEAR
1
@
GFACE NODES=3 NCOINCID=BOUNDARIES NCTOLERA=1E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=4,
PREFSHAP=TRIANGULAR BODY=4 COLLAPSE=NO SIZE-FUN=0 MIDNODES=CURVED,
METHOD=ADVFRONT NLAYER=1 NLTABL=0 GEO-ERRO=0 SAMPLING=20,
MIN-SIZE=0 AUTO-GRA=NO SIMULATE=NO DENSITY=1.8 EVEN=SUM,
FLIP=NO REFINE=EDGE-MIDDLE BLTABL=0 MESHING=FREE-FORM,
PATTERN=AUTOMATIC 2DBLTAB=0
@CLEAR
1
@
* Set # of time steps to skip when saving results
ELEMSAVE-STE NODESAVE=NO
@CLEAR
1 1 $NSteps $ElementStepSkip
@
NODESAVE-STE ELEMSAVE=NO
@CLEAR
1 1 1399 1398
2 1399 2000 1
@
* Set Rayleigh damping coefficients
RAYLEIGH-DAM
@CLEAR
1 $ALPHA $BETA
2 $ALPHA $BETA
3 $ALPHA $BETA
4 $ALPHA $BETA
*5 $ALPHA $BETA
@
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* Contact line & pair definition
CGROUP CONTACT2 NAME=1 SUBTYPE=STRAIN FORCES=YES TRACTION=YES,
NODETONO=NO FRICTION=0 EPSN=1E-12 EPST=0 DIRECTIO=NORMAL,
CONTINUO=YES INITIAL-=ALLOWED PENETRAT=ONE DEPTH=0 OFFSET=0,
OFFSET-T=CONSTANT CORNER-C=NO TBIRTH=0 TDEATH=0 TIED=NO,
TIED-OFF=0 HHATTMC=0 FCTMC=0.5 FTTMC=0.5 RIGID-TA=NO,
NORMAL-S=1E+11 TANGENTI=0 PTOLERAN=1E-08 RESIDUAL=0.001,
LIMIT-FO=1 ITERATIO=2 TIME-PEN=0 CONSISTE=DEFAULT,
USER-FRI=NO DESCRIPT='NONE' CFACTOR1=0 CS-EXTEN=0.001,
ALGORITH=DEFAULT RTP-CHEC=NO RTP-MAX=0.001 XDAMP=NO,
XNDAMP=0.1 DISPLACE=DEFAULT FRIC-DEL=NO GAP-VALU=0 EKTMC=0
CONTACTSURFA NAME=1 PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT SOLID=YES BODY=1,
ORIENTAT=AUTOMATIC MARQUEEB=0 DESCRIPT='NONE'
@CLEAR
210
310
410
@
CONTACTSURFA NAME=2 PRINT=DEFAULT SAVE=DEFAULT SOLID=NO BODY=1,
ORIENTAT=AUTOMATIC MARQUEEB=0 DESCRIPT='NONE'
@CLEAR
100 1 0
@
CONTACTPAIR NAME=1 TARGET=2 CONTACTO=1 FRICTION=0 TBIRTH=0 TDEATH=0,
HHATTMC=0 FCTMC=0 FTTMC=0 NX=0 NY=0 NZ=0 OFFSETCO=BOTH EKTMC=0
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=100 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$ContNod RATIO=1,
PROGRESS=GEOMETRIC CBIAS=NO
CSURFACE NAME=2 NODES=2 NCOINCID=SURFACE NCTOLERA=1E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1
* Write analysis data files
ADINA OPTIMIZE=SOLVER FILE='s.dat' FIXBOUND=YES MIDNODE=NO OVERWRIT=YES
DATABASE SAVE PERMFILE='s.idb' PROMPT=NO
*END SAVE=NO IMMEDIATE = NO

D.3 f.in
The file f.in is called within ADINA to generate the fluid domain of the vocal fold in a
duct. The file calls parameter.in to create the model. The file was based on a file originally
developed by Scott Thomson.
f.in
* Processor parameter initialization
DATABASE NEW SAVE=NO PROMPT=NO
FEPROGRAM ADINA-F
CONTROL FILEVERSION=V86
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* Define primary solver parameters
MASTER ANALYSIS=TRANSIENT MODEX=EXECUTE TSTART=0 IDOF=10001,
TURBULEN=NO HYDRO=YES STREAM=YES TRACTB=YES IRINT=DEFAULT,
AUTOMATI=YES SOLVER=SPARSE COMPRESS=SLI FSINTERA=YES,
NMASS=0 MASSCOUP=NO MAP-OUTP=NONE MAP-FORM=NO NONDIMEN=NO,
MAXSOLME=0 MTOTM=2 RECL=3000 ALE=NO THERMAL-=NO,
UPWINDIN=CONTROL-VOLUME MESHUPDA=ORIGINAL MESHADAP=NO,
COUPLING=DIRECT POROUS-C=NO CELL-BCD=YES VOF=NO FCBI=YES,
TURB-ITE=COUPLED EM-MODEL=NO ALE-CURV=YES ADAPTIVE='',
ENSIGHT-=NO
* Input various parameters
READ parameter.in
* Define points
PARAMETER CH1 '0.01074'
PARAMETER CH2 '0.011777'
PARAMETER CH3 '0.01919'
COORDINATES POINT SYSTEM=0
@CLEAR
1 0 $Ay $Az 0
2 0 $By $Bz 0
3 0 $Cy $Cz 0
4 0 $Dy $Dz 0
5 0 $Dp5y $Dp5z 0
6 0 $Ey $Ez 0
7 0 $Fy $Fz 0
8 0 $Uy $Uz 0
9 0 $Vy $Vz 0
11 0 $Ay 0 0
12 0 $By 0
13 0 $Cy 0
14 0 $Dy 0
17 0 $DuctUp $Az 0
18 0 $DuctUp 0 0
2000 0 $L1 -0.00845 0
2200 0 $L1 0 0
3000 0 $Dp5y 0 0
3001 0 $CH1 0 0
3002 0 $CH2 0 0
3004 0 $CH3 0 0
*3005 0 0.01919 $Fz 0
23 0 $AA1y $AA1z 0
31 0 $II1y $II1z 0
39 0 $SS1y $SS1z 0
47 0 $EE2y $EE2z 0
55 0 $MM2y $MM2z 0
63 0 $AA3y $AA3z 0
71 0 $II3y $II3z 0
79 0 $SS3y $SS3z 0
87 0 $EE4y $EE4z 0
95 0 $MM4y $MM4z 0
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103 0 $AA5y $AA5z 0
111 0 $II5y $II5z 0
119 0 $SS5y $SS5z 0
127 0 $EE6y $EE6z 0
135 0 $MM6y $MM6z 0
143 0 $AA7y $AA7z 0
151 0 $II7y $II7z 0
159 0 $SS7y $SS7z 0
167 0 $EE8y $EE8z 0
175 0 $MM8y $MM8z 0
1023 0 $AA1y 0 0
1031 0 $II1y 0 0
1039 0 $SS1y 0 0
1047 0 $EE2y 0 0
1055 0 $MM2y 0 0
1063 0 $AA3y 0 0
1071 0 $II3y 0 0
1079 0 $SS3y 0 0
1087 0 $EE4y 0 0
1095 0 $MM4y 0 0
1103 0 $AA5y 0 0
1111 0 $II5y 0 0
1119 0 $SS5y 0 0
1127 0 $EE6y 0 0
1135 0 $MM6y 0 0
1143 0 $AA7y 0 0
1151 0 $II7y 0 0
1159 0 $SS7y 0 0
1167 0 $EE8y 0 0
1175 0 $MM8y 0 0
@
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=2000 P1=2000 P2=17
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=2010 P1=2000 P2=2200
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=2201 P1=2200 P2=18
* Define lines
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1 P1=1 P2=2
LINE ARC NAME=2 MODE=1 P1=2 P2=3 CENTER=8 PCOINCID=YES,
PTOLERAN=1.0E-05
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=3 P1=3 P2=23
LINE ARC NAME=4 MODE=1 P1=4 P2=5 CENTER=9 PCOINCID=YES,
PTOLERAN=1.0E-05
LINE ARC NAME=5 MODE=1 P1=5 P2=6 CENTER=9 PCOINCID=YES,
PTOLERAN=1.0E-05
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=6 P1=6 P2=7
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=8 P1=17 P2=1
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=9 P1=17 P2=18
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=10 P1=18 P2=11
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=11 P1=1 P2=11
LINE ARC NAME=19 MODE=1 P1=6 P2=3002 CENTER=3001 PCOINCID=YES PTOLERAN=1.0E-05
LINE ARC NAME=20 MODE=1 P1=7 P2=3004 CENTER=3001 PCOINCID=YES PTOLERAN=1.0E-05
*LINE STRAIGHT NAME=21 P1=7 P2=3005
*LINE STRAIGHT NAME=22 P1=3004 P2=3005
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LINE STRAIGHT NAME=25 P1=3002 P2=3004
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1001 P1=11 P2=12
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1002 P1=3000 P2=3001
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1003 P1=3001 P2=3002
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1004 P1=12 P2=13
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1005 P1=2 P2=12
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1006 P1=5 P2=3000
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1007 P1=13 P2=1023
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1008 P1=3 P2=13
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1009 P1=4 P2=14
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1010 P1=3000 P2=14
LINE COMBINED NAME=1011 COUPLED=YES RESTRICT=YES
@CLEAR
1002 1003
@
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=29 P1=23 P2=1023
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=41 P1=31 P2=1031
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=53 P1=39 P2=1039
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=65 P1=47 P2=1047
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=77 P1=55 P2=1055
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=89 P1=63 P2=1063
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=101 P1=71 P2=1071
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=113 P1=79 P2=1079
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=125 P1=87 P2=1087
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=137 P1=95 P2=1095
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=149 P1=103 P2=1103
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=161 P1=111 P2=1111
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=173 P1=119 P2=1119
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=185 P1=127 P2=1127
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=197 P1=135 P2=1135
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=209 P1=143 P2=1143
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=221 P1=151 P2=1151
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=233 P1=159 P2=1159
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=245 P1=167 P2=1167
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=257 P1=175 P2=1175
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=28 P1=23 P2=31
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=40 P1=31 P2=39
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=52 P1=39 P2=47
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=64 P1=47 P2=55
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=76 P1=55 P2=63
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=88 P1=63 P2=71
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=100 P1=71 P2=79
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=112 P1=79 P2=87
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=124 P1=87 P2=95
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=136 P1=95 P2=103
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=148 P1=103 P2=111
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=160 P1=111 P2=119
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=172 P1=119 P2=127
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=184 P1=127 P2=135
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=196 P1=135 P2=143
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=208 P1=143 P2=151
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=220 P1=151 P2=159
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=232 P1=159 P2=167
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LINE STRAIGHT NAME=244 P1=167 P2=175
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=256 P1=175 P2=4
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1028 P1=1023 P2=1031
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1040 P1=1031 P2=1039
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1052 P1=1039 P2=1047
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1064 P1=1047 P2=1055
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1076 P1=1055 P2=1063
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1088 P1=1063 P2=1071
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1100 P1=1071 P2=1079
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1112 P1=1079 P2=1087
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1124 P1=1087 P2=1095
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1136 P1=1095 P2=1103
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1148 P1=1103 P2=1111
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1160 P1=1111 P2=1119
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1172 P1=1119 P2=1127
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1184 P1=1127 P2=1135
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1196 P1=1135 P2=1143
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1208 P1=1143 P2=1151
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1220 P1=1151 P2=1159
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1232 P1=1159 P2=1167
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1244 P1=1167 P2=1175
LINE STRAIGHT NAME=1256 P1=1175 P2=14
* Define surfaces
SURFACE PATCH NAME=1 EDGE1=8 EDGE2=9 EDGE3=10 EDGE4=11
SURFACE PATCH NAME=2000 EDGE1=2000 EDGE2=2010 EDGE3=2201 EDGE4=9
SURFACE PATCH NAME=2005 EDGE1=1005 EDGE2=1001 EDGE3=11 EDGE4=1
SURFACE PATCH NAME=2006 EDGE1=1004 EDGE2=1008 EDGE3=2 EDGE4=1005
SURFACE PATCH NAME=2007 EDGE1=1006 EDGE2=1011 EDGE3=19 EDGE4=5
SURFACE PATCH NAME=2008 EDGE1=1007 EDGE2=1008 EDGE3=3 EDGE4=29
SURFACE PATCH NAME=2009 EDGE1=4 EDGE2=1006 EDGE3=1010 EDGE4=1009
SURFACE PATCH NAME=3001 EDGE1=19 EDGE2=25 EDGE3=20 EDGE4=6
SURFACE PATCH NAME=9 EDGE1=28 EDGE2=29 EDGE3=1028 EDGE4=41
SURFACE PATCH NAME=13 EDGE1=40 EDGE2=41 EDGE3=1040 EDGE4=53
SURFACE PATCH NAME=17 EDGE1=52 EDGE2=53 EDGE3=1052 EDGE4=65
SURFACE PATCH NAME=21 EDGE1=64 EDGE2=65 EDGE3=1064 EDGE4=77
SURFACE PATCH NAME=25 EDGE1=76 EDGE2=77 EDGE3=1076 EDGE4=89
SURFACE PATCH NAME=29 EDGE1=88 EDGE2=89 EDGE3=1088 EDGE4=101
SURFACE PATCH NAME=33 EDGE1=100 EDGE2=101 EDGE3=1100 EDGE4=113
SURFACE PATCH NAME=37 EDGE1=112 EDGE2=113 EDGE3=1112 EDGE4=125
SURFACE PATCH NAME=41 EDGE1=124 EDGE2=125 EDGE3=1124 EDGE4=137
SURFACE PATCH NAME=45 EDGE1=136 EDGE2=137 EDGE3=1136 EDGE4=149
SURFACE PATCH NAME=49 EDGE1=148 EDGE2=149 EDGE3=1148 EDGE4=161
SURFACE PATCH NAME=53 EDGE1=160 EDGE2=161 EDGE3=1160 EDGE4=173
SURFACE PATCH NAME=57 EDGE1=172 EDGE2=173 EDGE3=1172 EDGE4=185
SURFACE PATCH NAME=61 EDGE1=184 EDGE2=185 EDGE3=1184 EDGE4=197
SURFACE PATCH NAME=65 EDGE1=196 EDGE2=197 EDGE3=1196 EDGE4=209
SURFACE PATCH NAME=69 EDGE1=208 EDGE2=209 EDGE3=1208 EDGE4=221
SURFACE PATCH NAME=73 EDGE1=220 EDGE2=221 EDGE3=1220 EDGE4=233
SURFACE PATCH NAME=77 EDGE1=232 EDGE2=233 EDGE3=1232 EDGE4=245
SURFACE PATCH NAME=81 EDGE1=244 EDGE2=245 EDGE3=1244 EDGE4=257
SURFACE PATCH NAME=85 EDGE1=256 EDGE2=257 EDGE3=1256 EDGE4=1009
* Mesh subdivision
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SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=1 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv1 RATIO=0.25 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
1001
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=2 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv2 RATIO=0.78 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
1004
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=28 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=2 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
40 52 64 76 88 100
112 124 136 148 160
172 184 196 208 220 232
244 256
1028 1040 1052 1064 1076 1088 1100
1112 1124 1136 1148 1160
1172 1184 1196 1208 1220 1232
1244 1256
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=4 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv4 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
1010
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=5 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv5 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
1011
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=6 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv6 RATIO=16 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=8 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv8 RATIO=0.4 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=9 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv9 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=10 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv10 RATIO=0.4 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=11 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv11 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
1005 1006 1008 1009
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=19 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv19 RATIO=0.75 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
20
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=25 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv25 RATIO=8 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=29 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=10 RATIO=1 PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC
CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
41 53 65 77 89 101
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113 125 137 149 161 173
185 197 209 221 233
245 257
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=2000 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv2000 RATIO=0.28
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC CBIAS=NO
@CLEAR
2201
@
SUBDIVIDE LINE NAME=2010 MODE=DIVISIONS NDIV=$NDiv2010 RATIO=1
PROGRESS=ARITHMETIC CBIAS=NO
* Boundary condition: No-slip wall
BOUNDARY-CON WALL NAME=1 GTYPE=LINES SLIPC=0 MOVING=NO,
VTYPE=CONVENTIONAL VT=0 NCURVT=0 DX=1 DY=0 DZ=0 X0=0,
Y0=0 Z0=0 ALL-EXT=NO THERMAL=HEAT-FLUX TVALUE=0 NCURT=0
@CLEAR
80
2000 0
@
* Boundary condition: slip wall
BOUNDARY-CON WALL NAME=3 GTYPE=LINES SLIPC=1 MOVING=NO,
VTYPE=CONVENTIONAL VT=0 NCURVT=0 DX=1 DY=0 DZ=0 X0=0,
Y0=0 Z0=0 ALL-EXT=NO THERMAL=HEAT-FLUX TVALUE=0 NCURT=0
@CLEAR
2201
10
1001
1004
1007
1010
1011
25
1028
1040
1052
1064
1076
1088
1100
1112
1124
1136
1148
1160
1172
1184
1196
1208
1220
1232
1244
1256
@
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* Boundary condition: FSI
BOUNDARY-CON FLUID-STRUCTURE NAME=2 GTYPE=LINES SLIPC=0,
FSBOUNDA=1 VTYPE=CONVENTIONAL VT=0 NCURVT=0 DX=0 DY=0,
DZ=0 X0=1 Y0=0 Z0=0 ALL-EXT=NO THERMAL=HEAT-FLUX TVALUE=0 NCURT=0
@CLEAR
10
20
30
28 0
40 0
52 0
64 0
76 0
88 0
100 0
112 0
124 0
136 0
148 0
160 0
172 0
184 0
196 0
208 0
220 0
232 0
244 0
256 0
40
50
60
@
* Time function to ramp up pressure
TIMEFUNCTION NAME=2
@CLEAR
00
0.01 1
1e10 1
@
* Boundary condition: Fixed inlet pressure
LOAD NORMAL-TRACTION NAME=1 MAGNITUD=$Pressure
LOAD NORMAL-TRACTION NAME=2 MAGNITUD=-$Pressure
APPLY-LOAD BODY=0
@CLEAR
1 'NORMAL-TRACTION' 2 'LINE' 2010 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
@
* Boundary condition: Zero pressure at outlet
FIXITY NAME=ZEROPRES
@CLEAR
'X-VELOCITY'
'PRESSURE'
'TEMPERATURE'
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'TURBULENT-K'
'TURBULENT-E'
@
FIXBOUNDARY LINES FIXITY=ALL
@CLEAR
20 'ZEROPRES'
@
* Material properties for air
MATERIAL CONSTF NAME=1 XMU=1.8E-05 CP=0,
XKCON=0.0 BETA=0.0 QB=0.0 RHO=1.2 TREF=0.0,
GRAV-X=0.0 GRAV-Y=0.0 GRAV-Z=0.0 SIGMA=0.0,
KAPPA=141000 CV=0.0 MDESCRIP='Air'
* Element group
EGROUP TWODFLUID NAME=1 SUBTYPE=PLANAR MATERIAL=1 INT=3,
RESULTS=STRESSES DEGEN=NO DISSP=NO SOLID=NO UPWINDIN=DEFAULT,
OPTION=NONE FLOWTYPE=DEFAULT VOF-MATE=1 DESCRIPT='AIR'
GSURFACE NODES=4 PATTERN=AUTOMATIC NCOINCID=BOUNDARIES NCEDGE=1234,
NCVERTEX=1234 NCTOLERA=1.E-05 SUBSTRUC=0 GROUP=1,
PREFSHAP=AUTOMATIC MESHING=MAPPED SMOOTHIN=NO DEGENERA=NO,
COLLAPSE=NO MIDNODES=CURVED METHOD=ADVFRONT FLIP=NO
@CLEAR
1
2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
3001
9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85
@
* Use leader-follower relationships to guide mesh movement
LEADER-FOLLO
@CLEAR
1 5 3000 1 0
2 6 3002 2 0
3 3 13 1 0
4 23 1023 1 0
5 31 1031 1 0
6 39 1039 1 0
7 47 1047 1 0
8 55 1055 1 0
9 63 1063 1 0
10 71 1071 1 0
11 79 1079 1 0
12 87 1087 1 0
13 95 1095 1 0
14 103 1103 1 0
15 111 1111 1 0
16 119 1119 1 0
17 127 1127 1 0
18 135 1135 1 0
19 143 1143 1 0
20 151 1151 1 0
21 159 1159 1 0
22 167 1167 1 0
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23 175 1175 1 0
24 4 14 1 0
25 3 12 1 0
26 6 3004 1 0
@
* Define time step control parameters
TIMESTEP NAME=DEFAULT
@CLEAR
$NSteps $dt
@
* Define time marching scheme
*ANALYSIS TRANSIENT ALPHA=1.0 METHOD=EULER
ANALYSIS TRANSIENT ALPHA=0.707106781186547 METHOD=COMPOSI
* Control maximum number of time subdivisions (should solution fail)
AUTOMATIC TIME-STEPPING MAXSUBD=$MaxATS ICOUR=ATS,
COURAN=1.0E+20 ITMAXC=100000
* Set # of time steps to skip when saving results
ELEMSAVE-STE NODESAVE=NO
@CLEAR
1 1 $NSteps $ElementStepSkip
@
NODESAVE-STE ELEMSAVE=NO
@CLEAR
1 1 2000 1999
@
* Set fluid solver method
ITERATION METHOD=NEWTON MAX-ITER=300 ITM-SPEC=1
TOLERANCES ITERATION DTOL=$Conv STOL=0.5 SSTOL=0 TOLMS1=0.001 TOLMS2=1E+20
* Set tolerances on fluid-structure coupling convergence
TOLERANCES FLUID-STRUCTURE CONVERGE=FD ITLIM=300,
DTOTD=$Conv DTOTF=$Conv RLXFORCE=1 RLXDISPL=1,
COUPLING=DIRECT
* Write analysis data files
ADINA-F OPTIMIZE=SOLVER FILE='f.dat' FIXBOUND=YES MIDNODE=NO OVERWRIT=YES
FORMATTE=YES
DATABASE SAVE PERMFILE='f.idb' PROMPT=NO
*END SAVE=NO IMMEDIATE = NO

D.4 s.plo
The genetic algorithm uses s.plo, called from within ADINA, to obtain nodal information
from the computational simulation results.
s.plo
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CONTROL PROMPT=NO
MODE MODE=POSTPROCESSING
* Input structure portfile output
READ DataFile.plo
* define nodes to track
NODEPOINT NAME=1 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=85
NODEPOINT NAME=2 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=86
NODEPOINT NAME=3 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=87
NODEPOINT NAME=4 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=88
NODEPOINT NAME=5 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=89
NODEPOINT NAME=6 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=90
NODEPOINT NAME=7 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=91
NODEPOINT NAME=8 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=92
NODEPOINT NAME=9 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=93
NODEPOINT NAME=10 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=94
NODEPOINT NAME=11 SUBSTRUC=0 REUSE=1 NODE=95
*output z-position of each node
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point1Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=1 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point2Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=2 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point3Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=3 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point4Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=4 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point5Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=5 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point6Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=6 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point7Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=7 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point8Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=8 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point9Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=9 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
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VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point10Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=10 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
FILELIST FILE OPTION=FILE FILE='Point11Out.txt' LINPAG=0
POINTLIST POINTNAM=11 SMOOTHIN=DEFAULT RESULTCO=DEFAULT,
RESPOPTI=RESPRANGE RESPONSE=DEFAULT RESPRANG=DEFAULT,
VARIABLE=Z-POSITION
END SAVE=NO PROMPT=NO IMMEDIATE=YES
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APPENDIX E. GENETIC ALGORITHM FILES

The genetic algorithm files were based on a derivative-based algorithm written by Scott
Thomson and genetic-based algorithm written by Michael Farnsworth.

E.1 go_genetic.m
The MATLAB file go_genetic.m runs the genetic algorithm. The parameters associated
with the genetic algorithm are stored in this file. The algorithm updated the medial surface length
by creating a variable that was the change in medial surface length. The original length was 2.03
mm. The change ranged from −4 to 1 mm. When the change was equal to 1, the length was 1.03
mm, and when the change was equal to −4, the length was 6.03 mm.
go_genetic.m
% Program to optimize VF setup for optimal closure
clear all
close all
clc
% Track iteration information
Iteration = 1;
save Iteration.mat Iteration
% Define parameters & save to *.mat file that can be read by other
% Initial values
Ec0 = 400;
%elastic modulus of the cover
El0 = 25000;
%elastic modulus of the ligament
ElTHICK0 = 0.0013;
%elastic modulus of the body
CHANGE0 = 0;
% change in original top length of 0.002ish
Thickness0 = 0.00845;
Params = [Ec0 El0 ElTHICK0 CHANGE0 Thickness0];
save Parameters.mat Params
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% Generate bounds and initial coefficients, G is passed into RunAdina.m if
% using fmincon
LowerBound = [400, 400, 0.0005, -0.004, 0.0005];
UpperBound = [1500, 2000, 0.004, 0.001, 0.002];
G = [Ec0, El0, ElTHICK0, CHANGE0, Thickness0];
%Initialize
n_parents = 50;
n_vars = 5;
x_lb = LowerBound;
x_ub = UpperBound;
xstart = zeros(n_parents, n_vars+4);
% generate random variables for first gen
for j = 1:n_parents
for i = 1:n_vars
xstart(j,i) = x_lb(i) + (x_ub(i)
end
end
x = xstart;
xnew = x;
crossover_rate = 0.4;
mutation_rate = 0.08;
tourney_size = 4;
n_gens = 10;

- x_lb(i) ) * rand(1,1);

f_ave = zeros(n_gens+1,1);
f = zeros(n_parents,1);
for i = 1:n_parents
f(i) = RunAdina(xstart(i,1:6));
end
f_ave(1) = mean(f);
for gen_num = 1:n_gens
if gen_num > 2
tourney_size = 2;
end
%Crossover, with Tournament Selection
for i = 1:floor(n_parents/2)
Parent1 = TourneySel(x, f, n_parents, tourney_size);
Parent2 = TourneySel(x, f, n_parents, tourney_size);
Daughter1 = Parent1;
Daughter2 = Parent2;
for gene = 1:n_vars
r = rand(1);
if r < crossover_rate
Daughter1(gene) = r * Parent1(gene) + (1-r)*Parent2(gene);
Daughter2(gene) = (1-r) * Parent1(gene)+ r*Parent2(gene);
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end

end
end
x_new(i*2-1,:) = Daughter1;
x_new(i*2,:) = Daughter2;

%Mutation
for mut_i = 1:n_parents
for mut_j = 1:n_vars
if rand(1) < mutation_rate
x_new(mut_i,mut_j) = x_lb(mut_j) + (x_ub(mut_j) - x_lb(mut_j)) *
rand(1,1);
end
end
end
f_new = zeros(n_parents,1);
%Get daughter values
for i = 1:n_parents
f_new(i) = RunAdina(x_new(i,1:6));
% f_new(i) = sum(x_new(i,:));
% f_new(i) = -x_new(i,5);
end
%Partial Elitism
[Bp, Ip] = sort(f);
[Bn, In] = sort(f_new);
x = x(Ip,:);
f = f(Ip);
x_new = x_new(In,:);
f_new = f_new(In);
x = [x(1:floor(n_parents/2),:); x_new(1:floor((n_parents+1)/2),:)];
f = [f(1:floor(n_parents/2)); f_new(1:floor((n_parents+1)/2))];
f_ave(gen_num+1) = mean(f);
end

E.2 RunAdina.m
The MATLAB file go_genetic.m calls RunAdina.m. RunAdina.m opens ADINA, which
then uses s.in and f.in to generate the solid and fluid domains and run the simulation. RunAdina.m
also calculates the fitness after receiving the penalty and closed quotient values from analyze.m.
RunAdina.m
function MinFunc = RunAdina(C)
format long
%
%% Read parameters file and assign them to variables
load Parameters.mat;
Ec = Params(1); % elastic mosulus of the cover
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El = Params(2); % elastic modulus of the ligament
ElTHICK = Params(3); % elastic modulus of the body
CHANGE = Params(4); %chaneg in top distance from original
Thickness = Params(5);
% y = C
y = [1142.3 1310.3
Test = 0;
%
load Iteration;
Iter = Iteration

0.0016849

-0.0039405

0.0010057];

%% Delete old results file. If it doesn't exist, a message
if Iter == 1
system('del Results.csv');
end
%% This section is for creating the parameters that the Adina files use
File = fopen('inputs.in','w');
str1 = ['PARAMETER Ec1 ''' num2str(y(1)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER El1 ''' num2str(y(2)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER ElTHICK ''' num2str(y(3)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER CHANGEm ''' num2str(y(4)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
str1 = ['PARAMETER Thickness ''' num2str(y(5)) ''''];
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
if Test == 0
%% This section is for executing the ADINA simulation
% Supercomputer version (need to change 8.6.3, 8.6, etc.)
% % %
system('/fslapps/adina/adina_8.6.3/tools/aui8.6 -m 4GB -cmd -s
f.in')
% % %
system('/fslapps/adina/adina_8.6.3/tools/aui8.6 -m 4GB -cmd -s
s.in')
% % %
system(['cp s.idb s' num2str(Iter) '.idb'])
% % %
system(['cp s.dat s' num2str(Iter) '.dat'])
% % %
system(['cp f.dat f' num2str(Iter) '.dat'])
% % %
system(['/fslapps/adina/adina_8.6.3/tools/adina8.6 -m 4GB -t 8
f' num2str(Iter) ' s' num2str(Iter)])
% Windows version (may need to update filepath and version information
% to match what's on your computer
dos(['"C:\ADINA92\x64\aui.exe" -adina -m 2GB -b s.in']);
dos(['"C:\ADINA92\x64\aui.exe" -adina -m 2GB -b f.in']);
dos(['copy s.idb s' num2str(1) '.idb']);
dos(['copy s.dat s' num2str(1) '.dat']);
dos(['copy f.dat f' num2str(1) '.dat']);
dos(['"C:\ADINA92\x64\adfsi.exe" -m 2GB -b -s f' num2str(1) ' s'
num2str(1)])
fclose(File);
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%% This section is for exporting relevant data from ADINA .por file
% Now look at results file and find distance traveled
str1 = ['LOADPORTHOLE OPERATIO=CREATE FILE=s' num2str(1) '.por'];
File = fopen('DataFile.plo','w');
fprintf(File,'%s\n',str1);
fclose(File);
% Supercomputer version - change 8.6.3, 8.6
% system(['/fslapps/adina/adina_8.6.3/tools/aui8.6 -m 4GB -cmd -s
s.plo'])
% Windows version - may need to change path
dos(['"C:\ADINA92\x64\aui.exe" -adina -b ' 's.plo']);
% Rename output file - Supercomputer version
% system(['cp Point1Out.txt Point1Out' num2str(Iter) '.txt'])
% Rename output file - Windows version
dos(['copy Point1Out.txt Point1Out' num2str(1) '.txt']);
%% The following lines are for analyzing the output file
% Read output file into MATLAB
FileIn = ['Point1Out' num2str(1) '.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
% Put time and displacement into two arrays, xt{1} and xt{2}
Time = xt{1};
FunctionVariable = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
% Function output the z position of node 83.
% 0.0595 is approximatley steady state
start = find(Time == 0);
end1 = length(FunctionVariable);
MinFunc = abs(max(FunctionVariable(start:end1)));
%test to see if the simulation runs and if it doesn't assign a value to
%MinFunc
TF = isempty(MinFunc);
if TF == 1
MinFunc = 5
frequency = 0;
Penalty = 0;
MaxA = 0;
CQ = 0;
end
if MinFunc ~= 2
[CQ, Penalty, frequency] = analyze();
fmax = 0.5;
k = 30;
CQ1 = 0.15;
CQ2 = 0.7;
fit = max([fmax/(1+exp(k*(CQ-CQ1))),fmax/(1+exp(-k*(CQ-CQ2)))]);
MinFunc = fit + Penalty;
end
%% Update counter, save iteration information to file
Iter = Iter+1;
Iteration = Iteration+1;
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end

save Iteration.mat Iteration

%% Return output and append to Results.txt file
Output = [Iter-1 y frequency Penalty CQ MinFunc];
dlmwrite('Results.csv', Output, '-append')
%% Optional lines to graph output
ToGraph = load('Results.csv');
figure(1)
plot(1:Iteration-1,ToGraph(:,size(ToGraph,2)),'b.-');
title(['Iteration ' num2str(Iteration-1)])
grid on
fclose('all')

E.3 analyze.m
The MATLAB file RunAdina.m calls analyze.m which uses the ADINA post-processing
file, s.plo, to obtain the z-position of the nodes along the medial surface and uses those positions
to calculate frequency, closed quotient, and vibration amplitude. The file calculates the penalty for
each case based on frequency and vibration amplitude and passes the penalty and closed quotient
back into RunAdina.m.
analyze.m
function [CQ, Penalty, frequency] = analyze()
% close all
closed = -2.5e-5;
startindex = 3;
%z-position vs. time for each node
FileIn = ['Point1Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time1 = xt{1};
Amp1 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
if length(Time1) < 10
CQ = 0;
Penalty = 2.5;
frequency = 0;
else
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Time1 = Time1(startindex:end)-Time1(startindex);
Amp1 = Amp1(startindex:end);

FileIn = ['Point2Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time2 = xt{1};
Amp2 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time2 = Time2(startindex:end)-Time2(startindex);
Amp2 = Amp2(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point3Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time3 = xt{1};
Amp3 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time3 = Time3(startindex:end)-Time3(startindex);
Amp3 = Amp3(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point4Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time4 = xt{1};
Amp4 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time4 = Time4(startindex:end)-Time4(startindex);
Amp4 = Amp4(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point5Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time5 = xt{1};
Amp5 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time5 = Time5(startindex:end)-Time5(startindex);
Amp5 = Amp5(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point6Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
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Time6 = xt{1};
Amp6 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time6 = Time6(startindex:end)-Time6(startindex);
Amp6 = Amp6(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point7Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time7 = xt{1};
Amp7 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time7 = Time7(startindex:end)-Time7(startindex);
Amp7 = Amp7(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point8Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time8 = xt{1};
Amp8 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time8 = Time8(startindex:end)-Time8(startindex);
Amp8 = Amp8(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point9Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time9 = xt{1};
Amp9 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time9 = Time9(startindex:end)-Time9(startindex);
Amp9 = Amp9(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point10Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
Time10 = xt{1};
Amp10 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time10 = Time10(startindex:end)-Time10(startindex);
Amp10 = Amp10(startindex:end);
FileIn = ['Point11Out.txt'];
fid = fopen(FileIn,'r');
% Skip header lines
[xt] = textscan(fid,'%f %f','headerlines',9);
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Time11 = xt{1};
Amp11 = xt{2};
fclose(fid);
Time11 = Time11(startindex:end)-Time11(startindex);
Amp11 = Amp11(startindex:end);
figure(2)
subplot(1,2,1)
plot(Time1, Amp1)
hold on
plot(Time2, Amp2)
hold on
plot(Time3, Amp3)
hold on
plot(Time4, Amp4)
hold on
plot(Time5, Amp5)
hold on
plot(Time6, Amp6)
hold on
plot(Time7, Amp7)
hold on
plot(Time8, Amp8)
hold on
plot(Time9, Amp9)
hold on
plot(Time10, Amp10)
hold on
plot(Time11, Amp11)
hold on
plot(Time6, closed * ones(length(Time6), 1), 'k', 'LineWidth', 3);
legend('1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', 'Cutoff')
hold off
GW = zeros(1,length(Time1));
%glottal waveform
sum = 0;
for i = 1:length(Time1)
GW(i) = 2 * max([Amp1(i), Amp2(i), Amp3(i), Amp4(i), Amp5(i),
Amp6(i), Amp7(i), Amp8(i), Amp9(i), Amp10(i), Amp11(i)]);
end
TF = islocalmin(GW);
Loc = find(TF==1);
if length(Loc) > 1
AMP = max(GW)-min(GW);
while max(GW) - GW(Loc(1)) < AMP/2 && length(Loc)>2
TF(Loc(1)) = 0;
Loc = find(TF==1);
end
while max(GW) - GW(Loc(end)) < AMP/2 && length(Loc)>2
TF(Loc(end)) = 0;
Loc = find(TF==1);
end
GWf = GW(Loc(1):Loc(end));
timef = Time1(Loc(1):Loc(end));
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else

GWf = GW;

end
%calculate CQ
for i = 1:length(GWf)
if GWf(i)>= 2*closed
sum = sum + 1;
end
end
CQ = sum/length(GWf);
%frequency
[frq, amp, phase] = simpleFFT( GWf, 20000);
frq(1) = [];
amp(1) = [];
phase(1) = [];
subplot(1,2,2)
plot(Time1, GW,'.-');
[~, FreqInd] = max(amp);
MaxA = max(GW) - min(GW);
Penalty = 0;
Max_pos = max(GW);
%penalty calculations
if abs(MaxA) < 6e-5
Penalty = 1 - (MaxA/6e-5);
end
if Max_pos <= 2*closed
Penalty = Penalty + ((closed - Max_pos)/0.00425)/0.25;
end
if frq(FreqInd) > 150
Penalty = Penalty + ((frq(FreqInd)-150)/150)*1.5;
elseif frq(FreqInd) < 85
Penalty = Penalty + ((85-frq(FreqInd))/85)*1.5;
end
frequency = frq(FreqInd);
figure (3)
plot(frq, amp)
figure(4)
plot(timef, GWf)

end
end

E.4 simpleFFT.m
The MATLAB file analyze.m calls simpleFFT.m to calculate the frequency. The file
simpleFFT.m takes the fourier transform of the glottal waveform and passes the signal back into
analyze.m. The script was taken from the following website and was published by Daniel Kiracofe
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(no revisions were made): http://www.mechanicalvibration.com/Making_matlab_s_fft_functio.
html (last accessed 7/16/18)
simpleFFT.m
% function [frq, amp, phase] = simpleFFT( signal, ScanRate)
% Purpose: perform an FFT of a real-valued input signal, and generate the
single-sided
% output, in amplitude and phase, scaled to the same units as the input.
%inputs:
%
signal: the signal to transform
%
ScanRate: the sampling frequency (in Hertz)
% outputs:
%
frq: a vector of frequency points (in Hertz)
%
amp: a vector of amplitudes (same units as the input signal)
%
phase: a vector of phases (in radians)
function [frq, amp, phase] = simpleFFT( signal, ScanRate)
n = length(signal);
z = fft(signal, n); %do the actual work
%generate the vector of frequencies
halfn = floor(n / 2)+1;
deltaf = 1 / ( n / ScanRate);
frq = (0:(halfn-1)) * deltaf;
% convert from 2 sided spectrum to 1 side
%(assuming that the input is a real signal)
amp(1) = abs(z(1)) ./ (n);
amp(2:(halfn-1)) = abs(z(2:(halfn-1))) ./ (n / 2);
amp(halfn) = abs(z(halfn)) ./ (n);
phase = angle(z(1:halfn));

E.5 TourneySel.m
The MATLAB file TourneySel.m is used by go_genetic.m to select the parents to be in the
tournament and the tournament winner.
TourneySel.m
function [x_best] = TourneySel(x, f, n_parents, pool_size)
f_best = max(f) + 1;
for i = 1:pool_size
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number = randi([1 n_parents], 1, 1);
if f(number) < f_best
f_best = f(number);
num_best = number;
end
end
x_best = x(num_best,:);
end
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APPENDIX F. SYNTHETIC MODEL ANALYSIS

The MATLAB file vkg.m analyzes the series of high-speed images of the synthetic model.
The file used the images to create a graph of glottal area vs. time and a videokymograph of the
data. User input defined the top and bottom of the glottis. The file used pixel intensity to estimate
the area of the glottis in each frame based on a user-defined threshold and the assumption that the
glottis was dark and the model was light. Glottal area was estimated based on the number of pixels
below the threshold.
vkg.m
% Program to read high-speed images and calculate glottal area vs. time and
% position of left & right vocal fold models
% Scott Thomson, 22 Dec 2008 [Revised 10 May 2011]
clearvars -except num frequency maxglotarea
clf
DataSet = '1B_Pr2_phighest';
NImages = 401; % number of images 1000
% Scale = 5.762; % mm length scale 17
fps= 8000; % frames per second 3000
% A = imread([DataSet '\' DataSet '000001.bmp']);
MinTime = 0/fps;
MaxTime = (NImages-1)/fps;
Time=0:1/fps:MaxTime;
NonDimTime=0:1/NImages:(NImages-1)/NImages;
count =0;
for i=NImages:-1:1
count = count +1;
% Read in file
FileDir=[DataSet '\'];
ImageName=[FileDir DataSet '_'
A=rgb2gray(imread(ImageName));

num2str(i+99,'%0.3d') '.jpg']
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A = imadjust(A);
A = imrotate(A,90);
A(:, 1:140) =[];
% Convert image to type double
C=double(A);
% Select top & bottom of orifice and generate pixel-to-mm scale
if i==NImages
figure
subplot(111)
imshow(A); axis xy; colormap(gray)
title(['Select top of orifice'])
[xtop,ytop]=ginput(1);
xtop=round(xtop);
ytop=round(ytop);
title(['Select bottom of orifice'])
[xbottom,ybottom]=ginput(1);
xbottom=round(xbottom);
ybottom=round(ybottom);
dist = sqrt((xtop-xbottom)^2+(ytop-ybottom)^2);
ppmm = 0.67729;%dist/Scale; % (pixels / mm scale)
end
% Display original image with top as well as bottom orifice lines
subplot(311)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
image(A); axis xy
shading interp
colormap gray
hold on
plot([0 size(C,2)],[ytop ytop],[0 size(C,2)],[ybottom ybottom])
plot([xtop,xbottom],[ytop,ybottom],'r--');
hold off
% Crop C by removing top & bottom

%

C(ytop:size(C,1),:)=[];
C(1:ybottom,:)=[];
C(:, max([xtop, xbottom])+50:end)=[];
C(:,1:max([xtop, xbottom])-100)=[];

% Plot intensity vs. horizontal location along row y=500
subplot(312)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
y=round(size(C,1)/2);
plot(C(y,:))
xlim([0 size(A,2)]); ylim([0 size(A,1)])
% VKG: Get intensities along horizontal line at center of image.
GrayProfile(count,:)=C(y,:);
% Identify all pixels with intensity > Thresh by coloring them green
Thresh=20;
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D=im2bw(C/255,Thresh/255); % Convert grayscale image to binary image
E(:,:,1)=C/255; % Red channel
E(:,:,2)=1-D; % Green channel
E(:,:,3)=C/255; % Blue channel
% Find distance to left edge at midpoint
% Find left & right model displacements from centerline at midpoint
% between top & bottom
yMid=round(size(C,1)/2);
xMid=round(0.5*(xbottom+xtop));
if D(yMid,xMid)==0
Edge1=1; % xMid,yMid coordinate is in glottis
elseif D(yMid,xMid)==1
Edge1=0; % Either closed or Right VF is to left of midplane
end
Edge1=0;
Edge2=0;
for j=1:size(D,2)
if Edge1==0
if D(yMid,j)==0
LeftEdge(i)=j;
Edge1=1;
end
end
if Edge1==1
if D(yMid,j)==1
RightEdge(i)=j;
Edge2=1;
Edge1=0;
end
end
end
if Edge2==0
LeftEdge(i)=nan;
RightEdge(i)=nan;
end

%

% Plot orifice, midline, and lines to left & right vocal folds
subplot(313)
set(gca,'FontSize',10,'FontName','Times');
image(E); axis xy; % All pixels with intensity > Thresh are now green
hold on
plot([xtop,xbottom],[ytop,ybottom],'r--');
plot([xMid,LeftEdge(i)],[yMid,yMid],'r:');
plot([LeftEdge(i),RightEdge(i)],[yMid,yMid],'b:');
hold off
% Calculate orifice area in pixels
% Note: 1 = outside orifice, 0 = inside orifice
DArea(count)=size(D,1)*size(D,2)-bwarea(D);
% Command to update images
drawnow

end
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% Convert area from pixel to mm^2
DArea=DArea/ppmm^2;
% Convert edge locations to mm relative to midplane
LeftEdge=(LeftEdge-xMid)/ppmm;
RightEdge=(RightEdge-xMid)/ppmm;
% Plot area & edge position vs. t/T
figure(2)
subplot(211)
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Times');
plot(Time,DArea,'k','LineWidth', 2)
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('Glottal area (mm^2)')
% Convert edge locations to mm
subplot(212)
set(gca,'FontSize',12,'FontName','Times');
plot(Time,LeftEdge,Time,RightEdge);
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('Edge position (mm)')
legend('LeftEdge','RightEdge')
MaxGlottalWidth = max(RightEdge)-min(LeftEdge);
% Display kymogram
figure(3)
% permute reorders the columns...this switches columns 1 & 2 so that when
% you use the image command below, it plots the image rotated 90 degrees
% Deleted this line...
GrayProfile = GrayProfile';
image(GrayProfile); colormap gray(256)
% image(GrayProfile(100:165,30:165)); colormap gray(256)
% xlabel('''Time''');
% ylabel('''Medial-lateral position''');
set(gca,'XTick',[],'YTick',[])
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